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2. Declarations of interest
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11 September 2018
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Page 67 

13. Date of next meeting:
Thursday 7 March 2019





 

 
 

Audit Committee  
Minutes 

 
UNAPPROVED Minute of the meeting of the Audit Committee  

held on 11 September 2018 
in Fort William and by VC 

 
 
Present: Robert Kelly, Ann Lloyd, Christine Mackay, Deryck Nutley, Nigel Patterson. 
 
Attending: Gill Callaghan (TIAA), Lydia Rohmer (Principal), Matt Simpkinson (Director of 
Finance and Estates), Claire Wylie, College Secretary (Minutes)  
 
1. Appointing meeting convenor 
 

 With Hilary Stubbs' resignation, and in the absence of a new permanent convenor, Ann Lloyd 
undertook to convene this meeting. 

 
2. Apologies 

 
Gordon Bushnell, Duncan Ferguson. 
 

 

3. Declarations of interest 
 
There were no declarations. 
 

 

4. Minutes of the previous meetings 
 
The minutes of the Audit committee meeting of 11 June 2018 were approved.  
 

 
 

5. Matters Arising 
 
There were no matters arising which did not appear on the agenda. 
 

 
 
 
 

6. Any Other Business 
 
There were no items of other business. 
 

 

7. Review of Risk Register 
  
This item was taken at the end of the meeting. 
 
As the register had only been circulated to committee members on the previous day, it 
was agreed that it would not be discussed in detail but be taken directly to the Board. 
 
Lydia did explain briefly that there were no proposed changes to the risks or the ratings 
but that she had reorganised it following discussions at the risk management training 
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day held in June. She had two main questions for the Board, one regarding categories 
(reducing the number of them, with the largest being 'financial'), and whether or not to 
merge the WHC and UHI registers.  
 
A discussion was also held on how the Board and its committees should deal with the 
risk register, particular how often it should be seen by the Audit committee and the 
Board, and whether an annual in-depth look at the register alongside the strategic and 
operational plans would be beneficial. Views were expressed and would be further 
discussed and decided on at the Board. 
 
  

8. Internal Audit Reports 
 
All the reports were received and endorsed. 
 
The convenor asked for an update on the only urgent item to need attention, regarding 
preparation for GDPR. Matt informed the meeting that UHI had now appointed a Data 
Protection Officer, and that the College and he were working hard on training and 
updates to processes.  
 
A question was also asked on the progress of the old 'follow-up' items and Matt 
undertook to bring a full update to the next meeting. 
 
ACTIONS 
Gill: Tidy up references to the Vice Principal Finance & Corporate Affairs. 
Matt: Check that references to the different years are correct; update follow-up report 
items 
  
 

 

9. Internal auditors’ report for 2017-18 
 
Gill Callaghan from TIAA drew the committee's attention to two particular items in the 
report (1) the statement giving TIAA’s opinion that it has reasonable assurance that 
effective measures are in place in the College to manage achievements of its objectives 
and (2) a,value for money statement (a new requirement). 
 
The report was endorsed. 
 
 

 

10. Internal audit plan 2018-19 
 
The detailed plan submitted by TIAA for the forthcoming year was in accordance with 
the draft presented in its proposed three year plan in September 2017, and the 
Committee endorsed the plan.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

11. Annual complaints report 
 
This was received and noted. The small number of complaints, and their downward 
trend, was welcomed. The revised format of the report included a 'red button' table, the 
facility managed by UHI which acted as an alternative option for students to raise good 
and bad experiences for the College to follow up. 
 
  

 

12. Data Breach report 
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This new report was received. Of the four instances, only two were issues originating at 
the College and of which only one was of significance. Revised procedures would be put 
in place to avoid a similar occurrence in future. 
 
Matt advised that although there had been considerable effort involved in making the 
College ready for GDPR, it had been valuable work. Once the right processes were all 
in place, on-going work was not expected to be too onerous.  
  
 

13. FoI log 
 
The report was noted. The series of requests from the Telegraph had been refused on 
the grounds of cost, but a revised request, covering only two years rather than five years 
of data, was met within the timescale expected. 
 
 

 

14. Recommendation for Audit Committee convenor 
 
Ann advised that no-one had come forward to take on the role of convenor of this 
Committee. She suggested that anyone considering it, but concerned about extra 
workload, might like to undertake it for the rest of the academic session and then review 
their decision.  
 
Christine undertook to convene the Committee. In her absence in November, Ann would 
take her place. 
 
  

 

15. Date of next meeting 
 
Wednesday 28 November 2018 at 4pm (plus joint meeting with F&GP at 5pm)  
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West Highland College UHI Cover Paper 
Committee/Group Name Audit Committee paper no: 

Audit 281118/6 
Subject West Highland College UHI Risk Register – review 

Purpose of paper 

The attached risk register contains the WHC risk register, and the 
new UHI common risk register, cross-referenced and rated within 
the WHC context.  

The college has updated all recommendations made following 
Risk Management Training and Board meeting in October 2018. 

Following review, mitigation descriptions have been updated for 
the following risks: 

WHC 5 
WHC 7 
WHC 10 

Correspondingly, UHI Common Risk Mitigation descriptions have 
been updated for: 

UHI 01 
UHI 08 

Reduced Risk Rating is recommended for the following risk: 
WHC 22 

Query to Audit Committee re WHC 19 – in the light of UHI 
Assembly and Programme Board, should this risk be deleted and 
a new risk developed? 

The Committee is invited to review the proposed changes, which 
are highlighted in yellow in the attached risk register (tabs for 
WHC Risk Register and UHI Risks) 

Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐

2. Excellence for All ☐

3. Other strategies ☐

4. Risk management ☒

5. New opportunity/change ☐

Describe the linkage:  

Content sensitivity Normal 
Resource implications 
Give details if yes No            N/A 

Risk implications 

Yes  The Board needs to identify major risks which could impact 
detrimentally on its ability to deliver the college’s strategy; the 
college executive are responsible for identifying and managing 
mitigation to reduce identified risks to ensure the college achieves 
its strategic aims and performs effectively. 

Date paper prepared 26/11/2018 



Date of meeting 28/11/2018 
Author Lydia Rohmer 
Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

No  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
N/A     

Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☐

For discussion   ☒

For endorsing   ☒

For decision  ☐

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐

Students ☐

UHI and Partners ☐

External ☐

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 

Describe here 

Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Yes 

* If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason.
Its disclosure would substantially prejudice a programme of research ☐

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the commercial interests of any person or 
organisation ☐

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the effective conduct of public affairs ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach of the Data Protection Act ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach of confidence actionable in court ☐

Other (please give further details) ☐

For how long should a paper be withheld? 
1. Length of time needed ☐

2. A condition is required ☐

Describe 
1. 
2. 

Further guidance on application of the exclusions from Freedom of Information legislation is available via 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp and 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf 

http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf


West Highland College UHI Risk Appetite Statement 

Last approved by Board on: 27 June 2018

Risk Appetite Statement for West Highland College UHI 

The Board’s appetite for risk reflects an openness to innovative and enterprising proposals for the provision of a range of excellent 
learning opportunities to serve students and communities across the breadth of the West Highlands. This is underpinned by a more risk 
averse attitude to the arrangements required to maintain a sustainable and well governed organisation. 



West Highland College UHI Risk Register

Last reviewed by Board on: 03-Oct-18
For Review by Board on: 18-Dec-18 Last approved by Board on: 03-Oct-18

Each risk is rated, based on likelihood of the risk happening (5 = frequent or very likely; 1 = infrequent or very unlikely) and its level of impact (5 = catastrophic; 1 = insignificant).
Ratings: RED - 20-25; AMBER: 12-19; GREEN: 11 and under

Ref ID
Risk 

Status Category Risk Description Impact/Evidence
Link to WHC 

Strategy 2016-
2021

Risk Owner
Rating (Likelihood x 

Impact) RAG Mitigation/Control Residual Risk Rating RAG Review of Mitigation
Date of Next 

Review by 
Board

Change in residual RAG

WHC 1 active financial

reduction of core grant funding from Scottish 
Government in context of comprehensive spending 
reviews

reduction in core grant income potentially 
leading to reduction in breadth of FE and HE 
course provision; may lead to reduction in 
staffing; could affect viability of some 
college centres; impact could affect long-
term viability of college; SA1 Principal 5x4=20

External liaison via UHI to influence funding settlement; work with Colleges Scotland to influence input to spending review to SG as well as FE funding 
review, including remoteness and access/inclusion funding; work with UHI EO to review HE RAM funding model; ensure college cost review, monitoring and 
control in place; continue to increase commercial income generation; 4x4=16

Whilst mitigation in college's control is working well, economic uncertainty persists; long term planning is impossible 
due to year on year comprehensive  annual spending reviews with uncertain outcomes. Unknown economic impact of 
Brexit on public funding exacerbates uncertainty. Core Grant FE Funding increases for 17/18 and 18/19 exclusively 
reserved for national bargaining funding; modest increase to region in rurality funding for 18/19; the college will have 
to continue to negotiate an annual share of funding within the regional context. 18/12/2018

RED to AMBER          
(March 2018)

WHC 2 active financial
Implications from introduction of national pay 
bargaining

Significant increase of staff costs through 
potential national harmonisation of staff 
pay, terms and conditions; worst case 
scenario will affect college's mission, estate 
and income to a business critical extent

People         
Financial 
Sustainability Principal 5x5=25 Together with FERB and Colleges Scotland Board and Principals Group, influence shape of national pay bargaining model, transition and funding 4x4=16

short term mitigation has been effective in ensuring financial needs are fully captured by Employers Association and 
SFC; intention to fully fund college needs underpins 18/19 SFC indicative funding; long term risk still extant regarding 
clarity over SFC funding policy beyond harmonisation; if funding not fully consolidated, potentially business critical 
risk in medium to longer term (3-5 years) 18/12/2018

RED to AMBER          
(March 2018) also see UHI 
risk 7

WHC 5 active financial
Failure to secure sufficient capital funding to provide 
necessary facilities for  planned curriculum growth 

Inability to deliver agreed 3 year curriculum 
plan; inability to deliver agreed estates 
development priorities; inability to deliver 
college's business plan for growth

SA1 and 3       
Estates and 
Infrastructure

Principal 
with FD 4x4=16

Fully utilise existing estate; utilise reserves to facilitate planned curriculum growth; seek relevant external/commercial partnerships to invest in facilities and 
equipment ; ensure political and key agency lobby to support college investment plans 4x4=16

availability of capital funds uncertain in current economic climate; access routes/processes to capital funding via 
regional strategic body or SFC remains unclear, although RSB and SFC contributors to funding the Business Case 
development for CEST; in principal approval (subject to funding) for FBC from SFC on 20/11/18 18/12/2018

WHC 6 active financial
Failure to secure reliable ICT infra-structure for VC 
meetings and online course delivery

Inability to deliver contracted delivery; 
Inefficient access to curriculum and class 
size; inefficient communications

SA1 and 2      
Estates and 
Infrastructure    
Finanical 
Sustainability

Principal 
with FD 5x4=20 Shared services project for ICT is likely to deliver improved UHI ICT strategy, distribution of resource; BT investment in broadband in West Highlands 4x4=16 UHI shared services project on hold; some investment to improve ICT infrastructure made by LIS and through SWAN 18/12/2018

WHC 7 active financial
Failure to realise planned Phase 2 student 
accommodation block at St Mary's (FW)

Inability to provide sufficient student 
accommodation in Fort William, leading to 
inability to attract students from outwith 
Fort William to study on degree and FE 
courses

SA1           Estates 
and 
Infrastructure       
Financial 
Sustainability

Principal 
with FD 5x4=20 representation of needs through UHI Student Residencies Partner Board, FERB and Court

3x4=12; revised: 
4x5=20

City Heart planning permission in place as of March 18; progression of project still to be clarified due to increased 
project costs and current UHI risk review of all residences; UHI currently re-considering a proposal from its FGP 
Committee re Fort William 2 and outcome uncertain until March 19 18/12/2018

revised residual risk as at 
26 September 2018

WHC 8 active financial Under-utilisation of Learning Centres

Lack of demand for curriculum. Inability to 
impact positively on local 
economy/opportunity; Reduced student 
numbers; reduced income; inability to 
deliver core funded activity; staffing 
implications; impact on viability of centres

SA1       Financial 
Sustainability ELT 3x4=12

Student activity apportioned across centres. Effective curriculum planning and monitoring of demand. Marketing strategy in place. Liaison with Highland 
Council and other providers over public transport provision, particularly in Skye and Wester Ross 3x3=9 mitigation and controls working well 18/12/2018

WHC 9 active financial
Overprovision of curriculum delivered to Schools which 
is double-funded by Local Authority

Reduction in funded activity; potential 
reduction in courses and inability to meet 
Credit target

SA1 and 3      
Financial 
Sustainability

Principal 
with VPAA 3x4=12

Develop curriculum strategy and review methodology; set college limit on schools activity as overall percentage of FE activity in context of DYW; liaise with 
Highland Council on strategic alignment of college and Education Directorate strategic plans for senior phase delivery; work with Colleges Scotland on 
'Learner Journey' lobby to SFC and SG 3x3=9

college controls working well; outcome of HC strategic review of schools;  outcome of SFC/SG review of the learner 
journey published May 2018 - contains no proposal for funding reduction 18/12/2018

WHC 10 active financial Failure to meet planned student recruitment targets Loss of income with budget implications
SA1       Financial 
Sustainability VPAA 3x4=12

Develop and implement appropriate quality, marketing and recruitment plans.  Ensure good experience to aid student retention. Regular monitoring 
through ELT. 3x4=12

college meets FE targets every year; HE targets more difficult to meet due to inability to mitigate recruitment 
shortfalls in year. HE growth continuing year on year in terms of FTE and headcount, even if UHI budget targets not 
met; plans in place to improve HE target/budget setting; 18/12/2018

WHC 13 active financial failure to effectively plan for business continuity
Inability to respond to business disruption 
appropriately

Financial 
Sustainability Principal 3x4=12 assurance through internal audit; annual internal testing and training; partnership-wide testing and training 2x4=8

UHI training and testing undertaken in April 2018; WHC training and testing undertaken in February 2018; WHC 
internal audit carried out in spring 2018 18/12/2018

WHC 14 active financial Lack of business engagement

Reduction in input to courses so less 
relevance and student placement on 
courses. SA3 VPAA 4x4=16 Ensure full engagement with the business community through BEST and DYW West Highland Employer Group, as well as Employability Development Team 3x3=9 mitigation implemented 18/12/2018

WHC 15 active financial Lack of retention of students

Student withdrawals.Reputational 
damage.Reduction in recruitment.Reduced 
funding for Bursaries.

SA2       Financial 
Sustainability VPAA 4x4=16

Ensure best possible learning experience. Monitor Retention via the Learning and Teaching strategy.Implement HE and FE retention plan; Advise Students at 
application stage that bursaries are means tested and that funds are limited. Student engagement formalised through HISA and college resource 2x4=8

Retention consistently above national and regional average for FE, with non-continuation rates in HE better than UHI 
average; monitoring and management of retention and student success consolidated as part of college quality culture 18/12/2018

WHC 20 active financial
Removal of ESIF Funding (2014-2020) for 
FE/HE/Research

Expect no change to 16/17 plan; medium
term: Funding stream at risk. Risk to 
consolidation of FE/HE Growth; risk to ESIF 
funded PHD studentships; Risk to 
curriculum plan for growth, only funded 
from core.

SA1-3   Financial 
Sustainability Principal 5x4=20

work with UHI to lobby for retention of current ESIF funding levels for as long as possible; work with Colleges Scotland on lobby to SG; review curriculum 
plans 4x4=16 mitigation active; significant financial contraction could ensue, but unlikely to be business critical in itself; Brexit issue 18/12/2018

WHC 21 active financial

Removal of Centre for Recreation and Tourism 
Research (CRTR) EU Funding/Inability to access new EU 
funding

Current EU funding secure for 16/17. Future 
Funding streams based in EU funding 
schemes at risk. Potential threat to 
continued existence of CRTR; threat to WHC 
research activity/profile and research-
informed learning and teaching in outdoor SA2 and 3 Principal 5x4=20

Ensure CRTR staff contracts are linked to funding; seek alternative non-EU funding opportunities within UK and globally (this requires additional 
investment); continue to support PGT and research degrees for staff; work with UHI, US and CS on retention of funding levels; 4x3=12

mitigation active, but not yet known if effective; whilst significiant, not business critical for whole college operations; 
Brexit discussions and prelimiary  agreements highlighting need to protect access to EU research funding for UK 18/12/2018

WHC 22 active financial Loss of EU students

Risk that EU students applying for HE 
courses starting 18/19 defer or withdraw 
due to Brexit uncertainty; EU students will 
become international students required to 
pay international fees - likelihood of 
significant reduction of EU student numbers SA1 Principal 4x4=16 review EU, RUK and international strategy with UHI 4x3=12 mitigation not yet implemented 18/12/2018

reduced risk rating from 
16-12 in line with other 
Brexit related risks

WHC 24 active financial Loss of ERASMUS - staff and student mobility

loss of funding to support staff and student 
mobility; impact on EU students studying at 
the college; impact on WHC students 
wishing to study abroad; impact on funding 
for scholarship, research and conferences

SA2 and 3   
People     Principal 4x3=12 ensure WHC lobbies mitigation of impact via UHI, CS and US to Scottish Funding Council and Government 4x3=12 mitigation impact not yet known 18/12/2018

WHC 12 active governance Failure to comply with legal obligations Litigation.High levels of external scrutiny
Financial 
Sustainability Principal 2x4=8 regular review of statutory requirements; policy review in collaboration with Secretary to Board 2x4=8 mitigation implemented 18/12/2018

WHC 16 active governance
Number of Board members with insufficient skills to 
provide necessary scrutiny

Lack of detailed scrutiny and lack of focus 
on strategic direction SA1-3

College 
Secretary to 
Board 3x4=12

Effective Board recruitment process and training (initial and on-going) of Board members, linked to Committee responsibilities; ensure Relevant expertise 
across all strategic areas - legal, HR, finance, audit, academic, skills matrix 3x3=9 mitigation reviewed and in implementation 18/12/2018

WHC 17 active governance
Board members fail to exercise due 
diligence/independent scrutiny Potential mission drift SA1-3

College 
Secretary to 
Board        
Principal 3x4=12 Identify Board performance issues through Board self-evaluation; implement Code of Good Governance 3x3=9 mitigation reviewed and in implementation 18/12/2018

WHC 18 active governance Failure to comply with Code of Good Governance

breach of RSB Finanical Memorandum 
leading to increased scrutiny by RSB, SFC 
and SG; may lead to reputational damage 
and loss of funding; SA1-3

Chair      
College 
Secretary to 
Board 3x4=12 review requirements of Code of Good Governance and assure compliance 3x3=9 mitigation reviewed and in implementation 18/12/2018

WHC 19 active governance Impact of UHI Strategic Review

Change to UHI articles;Change to post 16
Act and current regional governance 
arrangements;Potential loss of influence on 
partnership working within UHI;Potential 
loss of influence to secure adequate 
resources to meet the needs of the West SA1-3

Chair      
Principal 4x4=16

WHC participation in UHI SWG; Working through FERB to secure fair and transparent governance throughout the region; work with EO on fair 
implementation of UHI strategic plan 2015-2020 to secure regional perspective, including recognition of the needs of the West Highlands;Work towards a 
strategic alliance with other colleges in the West Highlands to enhance ability to secure resources to meet the needs of West Highland communities for 
further and higher education. Principal in newly created dual  role as VP Tertiary means college perspective is at heart of UHI SMT, and can influence 
regional development. 4x4=16

Outcomes of SWG agreed with Scottish Government and implementation under way; potential changes regarding 
governance  not yet known at this stage; behavioural change programme in process of being articulated, outcome as 
yet not known. 18/12/2018

RED to AMBER          
(March 2018) reclassified 
risk



WHC 4 active organisational
Failure to ensure effective and efficient staffing 
capacity

Increased cost of delivery; insufficient 
leadership and professional capacity; 
impact on student experience; impact on 
business continuity;

SA1, 2, 3       
People       
Finanical 
Sustainability ELT 4x4=16 Regular monitoring of relevant KPIs for staffing; full development of college's People Strategy 2x4=8 mitigation implemented 18/12/2018

WHC 11 active organisational
Failure to fully implement key systems. (Finance, HR, 
ICT, Quality)

Poor quality delivery; inefficiencies in 
delivery and admin; inability to progress 
WHC to standard required

People      Estates 
and 
Infrastructure      
Financial 
Sustainability   ELT 3x4=12 Systems identified and adopted. Relevant resources allocated in Plan.Training plans in place. 2x4=8 mitigation implemented 18/12/2018

WHC 23 active organisational Loss of key staff

Loss of current EU staff and specialist skills, 
including Principal, if no automatic right to 
remain for current EU citizens once Brexit 
activated People

Chair    
Principal 4x4=16

support EU staff through relevant HR information, and support to apply for residence permits, work visa and citizenship applications; collaborate with UHI, 
CS and US on lobby to SG and UK Gov 4x4=16 mitigation not yet implemented 18/12/2018



Removed Risks

Ref ID
Risk 
Status

Category Risk Description Impact/Evidence

Link to 
WHC 
Strategy 
2016-2021

Risk 
Owner

Rating 
(Likelihood x 
Impact)

RAG Mitigation/Control
Residual 
Risk 
Rating

RAG
Review of 
Mitigation

Date of Next 
Review by 
Board

Change in 
residual RAG

WHC 3

de-
activated 
27 June 
2018 financial

Implications of 
introduction of new 
funding model for FE

Reduction of 18 funding 
groups to 4 or 5, plus 
price efficiencies, may 
lead to reduction in 
college income based on 
the college's credit 
profile; this may in turn 
lead to reduction of FE 
courses and staffing; SA1 Principal 5x4=25

Together with FERB, 
Colleges Scotland Board 
and Colleges Scotland 
Principals'  Group, 
influence detail, timing 
and transition of 
proposed funding 
reform; model impact 
once relevant detail is 
available from SFC

risk has 
moved on, as 
SFC have 
published 
new approach 
to 
remoteness 
funding; SFC 
have also 
confirmed 
that the new 
funding 
model will 
now not be 
fully 
implemented 
due to           
NPB; a new 
model will be 
developed 
after NPB 
transition 
period 27/06/2018

suggestion to 
remove the risk 
and 
reformulate 
financial red 
risks, following 
Board risk 
training 
workshop in 
June 2018



WHC Risks converted to Issues

WHC 25

de-activated 
27/6/18 and 
converted to 
issue Brexit

continued economic 
uncertainty

Long term instability - no coherent 
plan for sector funding, including 
potential funding of college capital 
and curiculum plans SA1-3 Principal 4x4=16

ensure WHC lobbies 
mitigation of impact 
via UHI, CS and US to 
Scottish Funding 
Council and 
Government 4x4=16

mitigation 
impact not 
yet known 27/06/2018



UHI  Common Risks for review by WHC Board (last reviewed 3 October 2018)

UHI Risk 
No

Link to 
WHC Risk Date

Risk 
Status Category Description Causes Impact Owner likelihood impact gross risk RAG Mitigation

residual 
likelihood

residual 
impact

residual 
risk RAG Review of Mitigation

Date of 
next 
review by 
Board

UHI 01 WHC 10 30/03/2017 active financial College does not achieve allocated HE student 
number targets. 

Failure to recruit sufficient students due to 
various factors such as: over ambitious PPF 
target, poor marketing, curriculum gaps, poor 
NNS results etc 

loss of income with budget implications VPAA 3 4 12

Develop and implement appropriate quality, marketing and recruitment plans.  Ensure good experience to aid student 
retention. Regular monitoring through ELT.

3 4 12

significant growth in HE numbers year on year since 2010 (from 35 to 280 FTE); targets mostly met, but undershot  
2017/18 and 18/19; review of planning and budgeting underway

18/12//2018

UHI 02 WHC 10 30/03/2017 active financial College does not achieve allocated FE Credit 
targets. 

Failure to recruit sufficient students due to 
various factors such as: over ambitious 
target, curriculum gaps, ineffective marketing 
and engagement with local 
schools/employers.  

loss of income with budget implications VPAA 3 4 12

Develop and implement appropriate quality, marketing and recruitment plans.  Ensure good experience to aid student 
retention. Regular monitoring through ELT.

2 4 8

FE targets met and exceeded for last 7 years;

18/12//2018

UHI 03 WHC 15 30/03/2017 active organisational The institution has a poor reputation. Significant or sustained adverse publicity, 
governance/management failure, negative 
comments on social media, poor academic 
results, poor performance in league tables, 
significant withdrawal rates   

Inability to recruit students or attract and retain 
high calibre staff, inability to attract funding 
and/or develop strategic partnerships  

Principal 3 5 15 ensure best possible learning experience through quality enhancement, student support strategy plus people, estates, 
communications and student engagement strategy

2 4 8 strategy framework in place for quality, people, student support and communications; HISA partnership established. 
Retention plan in place

18/12//2018

UHI 04 WHC 23 30/03/2017 active organisational Disruption to services/projects and/or 
partnership working resulting from loss of a key 
staff member.    

Retirement, resignation or death in service of 
key staff member(s). Inadequate succession 
planning. Over reliance on indivduals. 
Associated knock on impacts resulting from 
transition arrangements with staff acting up 
and possible failure of backfill solutions.  
Brexit affecting EU staff's leave to remain, 
including Principal.

Projects delayed due to loss of continuity, 
corporate knowledge gaps and disruption/loss 
of established relationships and contacts.   Loss 
of leadership/operating capacity in key areas.

Principal 
and Chair

4 4 16 People strategy, including talent management and succession planning to enhance resilience. Brexit: support EU staff 
through HR and support for residence/work permits; collaborate with UHI, CS and US to lobby Scottish/UK Govs.

4 4 16 people strategy in place, but impact of Brexit unknown 18/12//2018

UHI 05 WHC 12 30/03/2017 active organisational Non-compliance with relevant statutory 
regulations.

Lack of awareness of relevant laws and 
penalties. Management failures. E.g new 
General Data Protection Regulation from 
25th May 2018, Bribery Act, Health and 
Safety Regulations etc. 

GDPR will provide new rights for individuals and 
impose additional obligations on data 
controllers and processors. GDPR will also 
introduce an increasesd penalty framework for 
non-compliance/data breaches and includes 
new requirements for authorities to ensure that 
they maintain evidence to demonstrate 
compliance with the Law.   

Principal 2 4 8 regular review of statutory requirements; policy review in collaboration with Secretary to Board 2 4 8 mitigation implemented 18/12//2018

UHI 06 WHC 16,17, 
18

30/03/2017 active organisational Governance Failure.  Governing body does not have an 
appropriate balance of skills and experience. 
Role of a governor/director is onerous and it 
is difficult to attract a broad range of high 
calibre individuals to serve for non-
remunerated roles 

Recent advertisements for new members have 
attracted few applications

College 
secretary

3 4 12 effective board recruitment and training processes; implementation of self and external effectiveness evaluation; 
implementation of Code of Good Governance

3 3 9 mitigation implemented 18/12//2018

UHI 07 WHC 
1,2,3,8,10

30/03/2017 active financial Financial failure/operating loss. Inability to 
achieve a balanced budget.      

Increased pay costs (national bargaining), 
pensions and NI contributions. Efficiency 
savings are not achieved quickly enough to 
counteract reductions in income.            

Services cut resulting in reduction of teaching 
expertise and/or research capacity leading to a 
reduction in service quality leading to student 
dissatisfaction and risk of reputational damage. 

Principal 5 5 25 working with FERB and CS influence funding settlement and shape/transition to national bargaining; ensure cost control 
system in place

4 4 16
# R E F !

short term mitigation has been effective in ensuring financial needs are fully captured by Employers Association and SFC; 
intention to fully fund college needs underpins 18/19 SFC indicative funding; long term risk still extant regarding clarity 
over SFC funding policy beyond harmonisation; if funding not fully consolidated, potentially business critical risk in 
medium to longer term (3-5 years)

18/12//2018

UHI 08 WHC 5,6 30/03/2017 active financial College estate not fit for purpose. Lack of investment in capital 
maintenance/new capital project 
expenditure. Rapid growth of student 
population without investment in new 
expanded facilities. 

Inability to deliver agreed 3 year curriculum 
plan; inability to deliver agreed esatets 
development priorities; inability to deliver 
college's business plan for growth

Principal 
with FD

4 4 16

Fully utilise existing estate; utilise reserves to facilitate planned curriculum growth; seek relevant external/commercial 
partnerships to invest in facilities and equipment ; ensure political and key agency lobby to support college investment 
plans

4 4 16
# R E F !

availability of capital funds uncertain in current economic climate; access routes/processes to capital funding via regional 
strategic body or SFC remains unclear, although RSB and SFC contributors to funding the Business Case development for 
CEST; in principal approval (subject to funding) for FBC from SFC on 20/11/18

18/12//2018

UHI 09 WHC 15, 10 30/03/2017 active organisational Academic quality is sub standard Difficulty recruiting and retaining high calibre 
staff. Conditions and terms of employment 
are not competitve with limited scope for 
career progression. Infrastrucure/estate is 
unsuitable or not fot for purpose..  

Poor performance in quality 
monitoring/assurance reviews. Loss of staff to 
competitor institutions. Poor attainment levels, 
high level of withdrawal and poor retention.    
Damage to reputation. 

Principal 
with ELT

3 4 12 People strategy, including attraction, talent management, performance and organisational development strategies; also 
estates and communication strategies

3 3 9 mitigation in implementation 18/12//2018

UHI 10 WHC 06, 15 30/03/2017 active organisational Poor Student Experience  Poor college estate. Dispersed campus with 
limited facilities for social interaction.  
Technology failures. Limited teaching/library 
resources.  

Poor performance in national student 
satisfaction surveys. Reputational damage. 
Impact on ability to recruit future cohorts. Risk 
to core income streams.

Principal 
with ELT

4 4 16 student engagement and retention improvement plans; together with estates/IT and communication plans 3 4 12 mitigation active, but improvement required in Estates and IT infrastructure together with UHI 18/12//2018

UHI 11 WHC 21 30/03/2017 active organisational Research outputs are sub standard Failure to publish sufficient quality papers 
and upload to PURE. Loss of key staff. Lack of 
funding. Inadequate resources allocated to 
research staff. Terms and conditions of 
employment are not comparable with 
competitor organisations. Impact of Brexit on 
access to European projects.  

Damage to reputation. Brexit. Poor performance 
in next REF. Inability to retain staff and research 
teams. Reduced income. Current EU funding 
secure for 16/17. Future Funding streams based 
in EU funding schemes at risk. Potential threat 
to continued existence of CRTR; threat to WHC 
research activity/profile and research-informed 
learning and teaching in outdoor and adventure 
tourism

Principal 5 4 20 Ensure CRTR staff contracts are linked to funding; seek alternative non-EU funding opportunities within UK and globally (this 
requires additional investment); continue to support PGT and research degrees for staff; work with UHI, US and CS on 
retention of funding levels;

5 4 20 mitigation active but not yet known if effective 18/12//2018

UHI 12 09/08/2017 Active Financial Institutional, personal and sensitive data is 
corrupted, lost, stolen or misused or servcies 
are disrupted through malicious and illegal 
activities by external individuals or bodies. 

Poor IT security measures.  Equipment with 
security holes. Poor patching regime. Anti-
virus is not up-to-date and comprehensive. 
Firewalls are configured incorrectly. 
Coordinated DDOS attack on university 
infrastructure. Increasing number of security 
alerts. DDOS attacks on UK academic 
institutions up to 527 in 2015 - Janet CSIRT. 
Increase in cyber attacks such as ransomware 
reported in national media. 

Information Commissioner fine of up to £20M 
under new GDPR regulations. Adverse press 
coverage. Loss of confidence by regulators, 
stakeholders and HE sector. Ransomware 
encryption has been detected on UHI network. 

Principal 
with FD

4 4 16
1

Firewalls and proxy filters automatically updated regularly. Proactive internal and external NVT and external scanning for at 
risk devices. Anti-virus software deployed to all corporate devices. Wi-Fi BYOD on segregated VPN. WSUS servers in place for 
regular MS Windows updates. Use of Janet Security advice service and UHIHelpdesk issues alerts for known attacks. UHI IT 
security group formed to share intelligence and react to published alerts. OpenDNS applied to fcache filetring with added 
protection functionality against botnet, malware etc.. Real IP address ranges reduced. Out of hours password reset enabled. 

3 3 9
2

UHI IT Security Policies Adopted by WHC Board in June 2017; staff mandatory training in Information Security and Data 
Protection (85% complete) with remaining staff to complete as part of induction/performance management; GDPR plan 
being rolled out at present; SLA with UHI Data Protection Officer

18/12//2018
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Area Ref Background Recommendations Priority / New 
Priority Response Responsibility Current Status Timescale

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward

We recommend that the College update the business continuity plan to include IT systems and 
make reference that LIS are responsible for this and have their own documented disaster recovery 
and business continuity plan in place.

High Accept Estates & Facilities 
Manager Not implemented 01 August 2018

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward

We recommend that the College carry out a formal review to determine what data is deemed as 
being sensitive and who has access to this data. From here the College should review what 
controls are in place with regard to data being leaked and decide on the level of risk that they are 
willing to accept. Any requirements for controls over data leakage prevention should be added to 
the IT Security and Acceptable Use Policy.

It was advised that the College has worked with LIS (UHI Learning and Information Systems) regarding data 
registers which are being established through work undertaken to enable compliance with EU GDPR 
requirements. It was advised that the UHI have very specific policies on this and all systems in use by the College 
are owned and administered by the UHI. It was also advised that all personal data held has now been mapped. A 
review of EU GDPR identified that work in relation to data breaches and protocols to be followed for identifying 
and reporting breaches has still to be completed and a recommendation has been made in relation to this. From 
review of the Acceptable Use Policy and the Data Protection Policy found there was no reference to data leakage 
given in these documents or the controls in place to prevent data leakage.

Medium Accept VP Finance & 
Corporate Services

In the process of being 
implemented 31 December 2018

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward

We recommend that the College implements a formal Access Control Policy and a procedure to 
provide better control and management over data access requests.

It was advised that a formal Access Control Policy is not yet in place, however a process has been established. 
As part of work undertaken in relation to achieving compliance with EU GDPR, folder access and processes for 
requesting this has been reviewed and brought up to date. It was advised that each folder has a folder owner with 
the College Management Group Manager being the officer with responsibility for providing authorisation for 
accessing folders. This is administered by the Estates and Facilities Manager who oversees IT internally.  It was 
confirmed that the Estates and Facilities Manager is the only officer who has ability to provide access to the folder 
system. Requests are generally in email or part of the set-up of a new employee.

Medium Accept Estates & Facilities 
Manager

In the process of being 
implemented 31 December 2018

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward

We recommend that the College develop a data security breach management plan to provide 
guidance and an appropriate course of action in the event of a breach.

It was advised that this recommendation has still to be implemented. The College is seeking guidance form the 
UHI on this issue and the UHI has appointed a DPO shared service however the College has not yet defined the 
process for breach management. A recommendation in relation to this has also been made in the EU GDPR 
review.

Low Accept VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward We recommend that the College implements a standardised convention for the naming of files.

Regarding the standard convention for naming of files, it was advised that the College has no intention of this 
being implemented as individuals who create the files name the files using their own conventions in their own 
service areas and it is felt that a standard convention for this is not required. It was advised that the focus for the 
College is on ensuring each manager is aware of their responsibilities of disposing of data once it is no longer 
required. In relation to this it was advised that all managers with responsibility for destruction of data have been 
made aware of their responsibilities and issued with updated guidance on retention of documents. It was also 
advised that the Records Management and Archiving policy is in the process of being reviewed. The College is 
however waiting for all GDPR issues to be resolved prior to this.

Medium Not intending to 
implement

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward

We recommend that the College look to implement a marketing strategy for the Café once it has 
been launched.

It was advised that the College has no plans for an actual marketing strategy as it was viewed that this would not 
be appropriate for such a small operation. It was noted that an Annual Student Survey is undertaken in 
October/November each year and as part of this the College requests feedback on service provision in relation to 
the Café. It was also advised that the College will continue to consult with students on their expectations for the 
Café and obtain feedback and use this to ensure the Café operation meets their needs.

Low Not intending to 
implement

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented

Follow-up Review Brought 
Forward

We recommend that the College consider implementing energy monitors. This would provide the 
College with the opportunity to see where it is using the most energy and where improvements can 
be made. This information would allow the College to develop a meaningful strategy for cutting 
energy usage.

The management response to this recommendation advised that the implementation of energy monitors was 
considered however found that this would not be cost effective. The College acknowledges that while these 
monitors would be desirable, due to the cost they cannot implement. Instead the College is looking to identify 
other ways to monitor usage. From discussion it was confirmed that usage is being monitored through viewing 
bills received rather than doing it through smart meters or equivalent.

Low Not intending to 
implement

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented

Follow-up Review

Income 
Collection 
& Credit 
Control

We recommend that the College formally documents the processes for the recording of income.
It was advised that this recommendation has not yet been implemented. A new Finance and Compliance Manager 
has recently been appointed and will be responsible for completion of this recommendation. Due to competing 
priorities implementation has been delayed however it was advised that action on this will now be taken.

Low Accept 
Finance & 

Compliance 
Manager

Not implemented 31 December 2018

Follow-up Review

Income 
Collection 
& Credit 
Control

We recommend that the College review and update the Debt Management Policy & Procedures as 
planned to bring it into line with current practice.

It was advised that there is currently a UHI process in place for standardising policies. Due to this it was advised 
that the College does not intend to update its own policies until this work has been completed. There is currently 
no date set for when the UHI policy will be reviewed. However a revised target date of 30th June 2019 has been 
set for this recommendation to allow time for the UHI project to be completed.

Low Accept 
Finance & 

Compliance 
Manager

Not implemented 30 June 2019

Follow-up Review Health & 
Safety

We recommend that the College produce a central register of risk assessments to provide central 
management control over the risk assessment process. This register should be reviewed regularly 
to ensure risk assessments are still fit for purpose.

It was advised that this recommendation is in the process of being implemented. SHE Health and Safety Software 
is being implemented, it is currently used for incident reporting and the College is in the process of rolling this out 
for risk assessments. A revised target date of 31st July 2018 has been set for implementation.

Medium Accept Estates & Facilities 
Manager Partially implemented 31 December 2018

Follow-up Review Procurem
ent

We recommend that all purchases are put through the PECOS system which will ensure they have 
been authorised by the appropriate personnel.

It was advised that this recommendation has still to be implemented. The delay in recruitment of the Finance and 
Compliance Officer has delayed progress with this recommendation. A revised target date of 1st August 2018 has 
been set.

High Accept 
Finance & 

Compliance 
Manager

Not implemented 31 December 2018

Follow-up Review Procurem
ent

We recommend that the College begin to monitor the performance of contractors to ensure they 
are receiving the level of quality set out in the terms of the contract.

It was advised that the Estates and Facilities Manager is currently working with APUC (Advanced Procurement for 
Universities and Colleges) who are providing support to determine how this should be done. Further work on this 
will be undertaken and a revised target date for completion is required.

Medium Accept 

Estates & Facilities 
Manager, Finance & 

Compliance 
Manager

Not implemented

Follow-up Review Procurem
ent

We recommend that the College create a Procurement Strategy to ensure they are following best 
practice and that the current Procurement Policy is updated to reflect this.

It was confirmed that a Procurement Strategy was reported to the Board of Management in June 2017. It was 
advised that the Procurement Policy was not yet due for updating, however it will be updated to reflect changes in 
processes once PECOS is implemented.

Medium Accept VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Partially implemented

Follow-up Review Procurem
ent

We recommend that the College create a preferred supplier document that states who the 
preferred supplier for items are and that this document is placed on the staff intranet. We also 
recommend that staff are not permitted to purchase from a non-approved supplier unless a suitable 
reason is given and that this is properly approved.

It was advised that work on this is currently being undertaken. The aim is to produce a preferred supplier list 
based on suppliers in use by various departments and locations. The majority of the College’s procurement is 
undertaken by the Estates and Facilities Manager and therefore the College wants to ensure the preferred supplier 
listing includes any suppliers that others are likely to procure from.

Medium Accept 

Estates & Facilities 
Manager, Finance & 

Compliance 
Manager

Partially implemented

Follow-up Review Procurem
ent

We recommend that the College update the Procurement Policy to incorporate the procedure being 
followed using a Procurement Support and Shared Service Provider.

It was advised that this recommendation has not yet been implemented. A revised target date of 31st December 
2018 has been given. Low Accept VP Finance & 

Corporate Services Not implemented 31 December 2018

Follow-up Review Procurem
ent

We recommend that the College prepare a register of training document to show that staff have 
had the appropriate training.

It was advised that due to the delay in recruitment of the Finance and Compliance Officer progress with this 
recommendation has been delayed. A revised target date of 1st August 2018 has been set. Low Accept 

Estates & Facilities 
Manager, Finance & 

Compliance 
Manager

Not implemented 31 December 2018

16-17 Follow up
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Area Ref Finding Recommendations Priority / New 
Priority Response Responsibility Current Status Timescale

GDPR 1

The FD advised that there is no documented process or 
strategy in place that sets out the plans for preparing for the 
adoption of GDPR. It was advised that UHI has been 
developing a GDPR toolkit to guide academic partner colleges 
in the process and planned to distribute this in January 2018 
but this had not yet been circulated.

An implementation plan be documented to formally 
set out the actions and steps being taken to adopt 
and ensure ongoing compliance with the GDPR to 
include how the changes impact the organisation in 
terms of updating policies and procedures, DP staff 
resources, staff training and awareness.

1

Accept that we have not had a 
documented plan. Working with UHI 
Data Protection Officer to train and 

develop approach.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented 31 December 2018

GDPR 2

There is a documented Records Management and Archiving 
Policy and Procedure, which was last reviewed in September 
2014. The document sets out the approach to retention and 
disposal of records by West Highland College UHI. There is 
also a documented Data Protection policy, last reviewed in 
June 2017 and next due for review in 2019. It was noted that 
the policies do not reference or address the requirements of 
GDPR.

A GDPR Policy be documented and Data Protection 
and Records Management and Archiving policies be 
updated and developed to cover the requirements of 
GDPR.

2
Accept. Records Management & 
Archiving policy went to board in 

June 18.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Partially implemented 31 July 2019

GDPR 3

The FD advised that there has not been a formally 
programmed awareness campaign put in place, instead 
information has been circulated via SharePoint updates on 
GDPR and links to ICO guidance on an ad hoc basis, as and 
when information is updated or publicised by ICO/UHI.

A formal awareness and training programme be 
developed to support the implementation of the 
GDPR.

2

Accept. Training sessions with the 
new UHI DPO have taken place 

(26/06/18) with more to be included 
in staff updates. Visibility and 

awareness campaign has been in 
place.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Partially implemented 31 July 2019

GDPR 4

The College will be implementing a shared service approach 
to obtaining a DP Officer, planned across UHI partners. No 
firm decisions have been made in respect of resourcing issues 
at present, with management of the view that resource 
requirements will be reviewed once actual demand for 
information becomes clearer. At present there are no 
additional resources planned aside from that through the 
planned shared DP Officer service arrangements.

It be ensured that the College has appropriate 
resources in place in relation the implementation of 
GDPR and the work required to ensure compliance.

2

The DPO is now in place. The 
internal resource required to 

implement falls to existing teams and 
this is crucial to ensure that this is 

embedded in the culture and 
processes.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Complete

GDPR 5

WHC is in the process of completing Data Processing 
Registers for each service area/department within the College 
as part of an information audit. The FD advised that the 
completion of the registers has been delayed due to the 
geographical spread of staff locations and availability of staff, 
and the delayed issue of the UHI GDPR toolkit.

Outstanding departmental Data Processing 
Registers be completed as part of a full information 
audit.

2 Complete VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Complete

GDPR 6

The WHC Marketing Manager is working on consent based 
privacy notices for Marketing. It was advised that the new 
College HR Manager started work in March, so HR privacy 
notices are still to be reviewed. For students the FD advised 
that WHC is looking to UHI to provide a standardised format 
and guidance relating to meeting GDPR.

Privacy notices be reviewed and changes made to 
meet the specified requirements of the GDPR. 2

Accept. DPO has provided guidance 
on privacy notices and we are 

working through them all.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Partially implemented 31 December 2018

GDPR 7

In terms of establishing the legal bases for processing 
personal information and reviewing how this may be affected 
by GDPR, as noted above WHC departmental teams have 
been preparing Data Processing Registers for the data held in 
their areas. However these have not yet been completed.

It be ensured that that for all data processing 
undertaken the legal basis for processing this data is 
known and documented.

2 Accept – completed in the data 
registers.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Complete

17-18 Audits
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GDPR 8

The FD advised that the College is confident that 
arrangements in relation to consent are adequate. The 
College has not relied upon opting out clause and has 
focussed on obtaining explicit consent. However there is 
recognition that there is a need to map and link all potential 
outputs from that consent which are being used. There also 
needs to be a consistent approach across the College to 
ensure that GDPR consent requirements are consistently 
being met.

It be established how a consistent approach can be 
taken to ensure the tighter consent requirements 
imposed by GDPR will be met, including the need to 
record all consent given.

2
Accept. This is now complete with 

Marketing having set out the 
approach.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Complete

GDPR 9

In relation to data breach protocols, the FD confirmed that the 
policy and procedural arrangements require to be revised to 
set out arrangements for the identification and reporting of 
data breaches. To date these have not been worked through 
in detail, it was noted that there has been little guidance from 
UHI regarding IT arrangements to this point.

Policy and procedures be revised to set out 
arrangements for the identification and reporting of 
data breaches.

2 Accept. VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Complete

GDPR 10
The College has not yet prepared new procedures on 
providing information to individuals in various formats and 
deleting data on individual request.

A procedure for providing information to individuals 
in various formats, correcting inaccuracies and 
deleting data on request be documented and made 
available to all relevant staff.

3
Accept. All staff have been informed 
that any data protection queries are 

routed to VP Finance.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Partially implemented 31 December 2018

GDPR 11

It was advised that the College is not planning to put any extra 
resources in place to manage Subject Access Requests. 
However, the increased awareness around GDPR may result 
in an increase to SARs.

Guidance be updated in relation to Subject Access 
Requests and how these are to be responded to and 
ensuring adequate consideration has been given to 
the increased administrative burden complying with 
these requirements may have.

3

No plan to increase the resource until 
there is evidence that it is required. 

All staff informed of the process 
should someone request data.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented

GDPR 12

The College must ensure that it has processes in place for 
ensuring the age of individuals on which data is processed is 
known and that if under 13 parental/guardian consent is 
obtained and the child’s individual rights are made clear and 
complied with.

It be ensured that processes are in in place to 
identify information held on children and for this 
information, it be ensured that it can demonstrate 
parental/guardian consent was obtained in order to 
ensure compliance with GDPR.

3

Accept. Working with DPO on the 
data sharing agreement with 

Highland Council for schools activity 
and the data that may be collected 

on funding forms.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented 31 December 2018

GDPR 13

As noted above the College plans to use the services of a 
shared DP Officer with UHI partners but, at the time of the 
review, arrangements had not yet been put in place. This was 
being progressed by UHI.

It be ensured that there is a structure and 
coordinated arrangements in place in order to 
ensure that the requirement for a DPO is met.

3 Complete VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Complete
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Staff Learning & 
Development 1

The College’s policy on learning and development requires all 
staff to commit to undertaking 30 hours of CPD each year. 
Although this requirement has been established it was noted 
that there is no formal process in place for recording 
individuals’ acceptance of this commitment.

A formal process for recording officers’ commitment 
to thirty hours CPD each year be established 3 Accept

AP Quality, 
Learning & 
Teaching

Not implemented 31 July 2019

Staff Learning & 
Development 2

From review of a sample of 19 employees it was found that 
only two had details recorded as evidence of completion of the 
30 hours CPD and in ten cases there was no record of any 
training being completed in 2017/18.

The need for all training and development activities 
be recorded on Cascade by each employee be 
made mandatory.

3

Accept that recording of activity 
needs to be improve, however need 
to establish whether Cascade is the 

best way.

AP Quality, 
Learning & 
Teaching

Not implemented 31 July 2019

Staff Learning & 
Development 3

From review of Cascade for the sample of staff selected it was 
identified that none had details of completion of an induction 
recorded.

Management ensure that as part of the induction 
sign-off staff are required to update Cascade with 
details of completion of their induction.

3 This information is not recorded in 
Cascade but it is captured elsewhere

AP Quality, 
Learning & 
Teaching

Complete

HR Change Management 1

Minutes of the SICG meetings are published on the College's 
intranet but there is no mechanism to make staff aware that 
these are available. Staff are required to look within a specific 
area of the intranet to find the minutes and there is a risk that 
not all staff are aware of the availability of minutes. A link 
emailed to all staff would ensure that all staff are aware and 
use of a link, rather than attachment in an email, would 
facilitate the monitoring of staff access to the minutes of 
meetings.

Notification be given to all staff with a link provided 
when SICG minutes are published. 3 Accept HR Manager Complete

KPIs 1

The majority of measurements are appropriate and useful for 
management information with the exception of staff 
satisfaction. The current status of this strategic measurement 
was noted as follows: "Established formal Staff Information 
and Consultation Group (SICG) which is well attended and 
has formalised process for communication of information." 
This provides no indication of the level of staff satisfaction and 
a survey would be required for this purpose.

Staff satisfaction be measured and reported based 
on survey data to provide supporting evidence of 
performance reported.

2

IIP Survey completed in June 2018. 
Use of ongoing “pulse” surveys to be 
agreed with the board and timings to 

be confirmed.

HR Manager Partially implemented 31 July 2019

KPIs 2

One area of weakness identified was the lack of regular KPI 
reporting relating to staff resources. Staff is a key resource to 
the College and it is therefore important to monitor staffing 
performance and issues. Failure to monitor HR KPIs regularly 
increases the risk that issues are not identified and addressed 
in a timely manner. Regular HR KPIs to be reported could 
include staff turnover, absence rates, training hours, CPD, 
staff satisfaction, etc. There have now been discussions 
around reporting this to College Management Group every 6 
weeks but these KPIs have still to be developed.

A suite of HR KPIs be developed for regular 
reporting to the College Management Group. 2 Accept. We will work on this and look 

for reporting to be in place in 18/19. HR Manager Not implemented 01 August 2018
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Business Continuity 1

Business Continuity Planning is not reported regularly to the 
Board or any sub-committee, or the CMG. Reporting is by 
exception where issues or recommendation for change to the 
plan or approach are identified. The DFE confirmed that 
outcomes from incidents/tests are reported informally to 
management on an exceptions basis, however the EMBC plan 
states that such outcomes will be reported and reviewed 
formally.

It be ensured that outcomes from test and real 
incidents are formally reported to and reviewed by 
management as required by the EMBC Plan.

2 Accept – we will add this to standing 
item for ELT.

VP Finance & 
Corporate Services Not implemented 01 August 2018

Business Continuity 2

The Emergency Management and Business Continuity Plan 
was last reviewed in November 2017. It was noted that this 
review was informally carried out by the DFE and Estates and 
Facilities Manager (EFM) and the Plan has not been formally 
reviewed and approved by senior management as required.

The Emergency Management and Business 
Continuity Plan be formally reviewed and approved 
by the College Executive Leadership Team.

3 Accept Estates & Facilities 
Manager Not implemented 01 August 2018

Business Continuity 3

The EMBCP section 12 stated that prior to the implementation 
of the Plan, all members of staff with a responsibility within the 
plan will be provided with guidance and training. All members 
of the CMG attended the scenario test training session on 
25th January 2018; it was noted in discussion with 
management that the induction process for new staff requires 
to be reviewed by the EFM and HR team to ensure business 
continuity arrangements are covered through the process.

A firm date for revision and update of the new staff 
induction process be set. 3 Accept. For all key positions BCP will 

form part of induction.
Estates & Facilities 

Manager Not implemented 01 August 2018
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Annual Audit Committee report to the Board  
for the year 2017-18 

 

Introduction 

This annual report follows the format recommended by the head of UHI Audit in June 2017, 
as a way of regularising and improving the annual reports which are submitted from the 
Audit Committees of partner colleges to their Boards. 

The College’s Risk Management policy also requires an annual report to the Board on the 
operation of the policy, management of risk and most significant risks faced by the College 
to the Board of Management in December each year. 

This report covers the financial year 2017-18. 

Membership 

The following were members of the Audit Committee throughout the year in question: 

Hilary Stubbs 
Gordon Bushnell (excepting at the time of the November meeting when an arrangement was 

made for him to briefly step down from membership of the Audit committee and join the 
Finance & General Purposes Committee as a member for one meeting). 

Duncan Ferguson 
Robert Kelly 
Ann Lloyd 
Christine Mackay 

Carl Haberl, teaching staff member of the Board, was a member until his resignation from 
the Board in March 2018.  

Nigel Patterson joined the Board in June 2018; although he attended the June Audit 
meeting, he was not a member at the time. 

The convenor of the Committee was Hilary Stubbs and she convened all the meetings of the 
committee. Hilary resigned her membership of the Board in August 2018 and thus a new 
convenor will be in place from 2018-19. Christine Mackay will be the new convenor. 

The Principal of the College, and the Vice Principal Finance and Corporate Services 
attended every meeting. Gill Callaghan from the internal auditors TIAA attended in 
Sepember and June; Stuart Inglis from the external auditors Henderson Loggie attended in 
November and June. The head of UHI Audit received all papers and has an open invitation 
to attend any meeting. 

The Clerk to the Committee was Claire Wylie, Secretary to the Board. 
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Meetings 

A schedule of meetings, and attendance of members, is as follows: 

 6-Sep-17 29-Nov-17 8-Mar-18 11-Jun-18 
     
Gordon Bushnell Attended -  - Attended 
Duncan Ferguson Apologies Apologies - Apologies 
Carl Haberl Attended  Attended - - 
Robert Kelly Attended Attended - Attended 
Ann Lloyd Attended Attended - Attended 
Christine Mackay Attended Attended -  Attended 
Hilary Stubbs Attended Attended - Attended 

 

Duncan Ferguson’s attendance was prevented by health problems within the family.  

Lydia Rohmer, Principal and Chief Executive, and Matt Simpkinson, Vice Principal Finance 
and Corporate Services, are normally in attendance, and attended all meetings during this 
year. 

The meeting of the 8 March was cancelled. The chief agenda item was due to be 
consideration of the internal audit reports but the internal auditors had been unable to 
complete the fieldwork due to bad weather.  

Terms of Reference 

The ToR are attached; there were no changes made during the year. 

Significant risks faced by the College  

The Committee was provided with an updated risk register at each of its meetings. The 
College continues to use a two-part register, one for West Highland College UHI, and the 
other for common University of the Highlands & Islands’ risks. 

All the most significant risks faced by the College are financial. These risks come in many 
guises including, for example, the impact of Brexit, National Bargaining, not meeting student 
targets, funding reductions. These can be mitigated to an extent, bringing their RAG rating 
down from red to amber. However, uncertainties out of the hands of the College will remain, 
such as the future of Scottish Government funding for national bargaining and rurality. 

Two new risks were added over the course of the year. The first was introduced by the 
University of the Highlands and Islands covering loss of data due to malicious and illegal 
activities. The second new risk was for the Principal’s dual role as West Highland College 
UHI Principal and Chief Executive and Vice Principal Tertiary at the University of the 
Highlands and Islands; this had been under discussion since the external Board 
Effectiveness Review and had been part of the board development plan.  

The WHC Register was revised following the Risk Management workshop in June, and the 
revisions were endorsed and approved at the Audit and Board meetings of September and 
October 2018 and will be used going forward. The primary change was that risks previously 
categorised as ‘Brexit’ or ‘academic’ were considered ultimately to be ‘financial’.  
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Internal Audit 

1. TIAA undertook their first year of their contract as internal auditors for West Highland 
College UHI. The firm has been paid an annual fee. 

In some respects, members of the Audit Committee were disappointed in the 
performance of the new auditors. Whilst entirely satisfied with the thoroughness and 
judgement shown in their reports, there were issues around their timeliness and the 
process.  

In particular, only two of the six reports were received on time ie within ten days of 
the audit (none of the reports from the three audits in week commencing 26 March 
2018, and only two of the audits from week commencing30 April 2018).This had 
serious repercussions for staff and the Board in dealing with management responses 
and indeed the reports and responses were not circulated to the Board until July 
2018 and finally discussed at the Audit committee and Board meetings of September 
and October 2018. Both the Vice Principal Finance and the Audit committee 
convenor have been in touch with TIAA to express dissatisfaction and are assured 
that the situation will be closely monitored and improved over the current session.  

A second issue was that closure meetings were held for only two of the six reports 
and, again, the expectation is that from 2018-19 onwards they would be held at the 
conclusion of every audit. 

The company’s performance targets were presented in their annual report and, 
although generally satisfactory, the performance measure relating to the issuing of 
the draft reports reflects the discussion above. 

View of external auditors 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

2. No review of the market for internal auditors is envisaged, as the current contract 
with TIAA continues until the end of the 2019-20 session.  
 

3. The auditors’ 2017-18 report was reviewed by the Audit Committee at its September 
2018 meeting. All the intended internal audit work had been carried out.  
 
The overall opinion of the auditors was as follows: 
 

“TIAA is of the opinion that, for the areas reviewed during the year at West 
Highland College, there is reasonable assurance that effective risk management, 
control and governance processes are in place to manage the achievement of its 
objectives.” 

 
There was one area reviewed which revealed a control weakness. This was in 
relation to the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), 
specifically the lack of an implementation plan to adopt and ensure ongoing 
compliant with the GDPR. This is accepted by the College, which is now working 
closely with the newly appointed UHI Data Protection Officer in order to complete 
such a plan by December 2018. 
 
The other important recommendations referred to are discussed under (5) below. 
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Value for money issues were considered by the auditors as a matter of course during 
their work. They comment: 
 

 “Overall there was evidence to support the College’s achievement of value for 
money with regard to economy, efficiency or effectiveness of the systems reviewed.” 
 

4. In all, the internal auditors carried out 21 days of audit work. This compares to 20 in 
the previous year by Wylie & Bissett, and an intended 20 by TIAA for 2018-19.  
 
There are no restrictions placed on the work of the auditors. 
 

5. The Audit Committee reviewed in detail the five reports received: 

EU General Data Protection Regulation The assurance assessment for this area was 
‘Limited’. The one high priority (‘Urgent’) item is noted above and there were eight 
‘Important’ recommendations. By the time of writing this report, five of these have 
already been addressed and resolved; plans are in hand to complete the remaining 
three within a tight timescale. 

Key Performance Indicators The overall assessment for KPIs was ‘Reasonable’ with 
two ‘Important’ recommendations both of which will be implemented by West 
Highland College UHI. 

Staff Learning and Development This area received a ‘Substantial’ rating, with no 
‘Important’ recommendations. 

Business Continuity Management This appraisal review offered the College a 
‘Reasonable’ assessment with one ‘Important’ recommendation. 

HR Change Management Another area where the assurance assessment was 
‘Substantial’ with no ‘Important’ recommendations. 

Follow-up Review There are a number of recommendations outstanding from 
previous years, one of which is regarded as high priority: the need for an updated 
Business Continuity Plan. There are a further 15 other recommendations of Medium 
or Low priority which still need to be addressed, some of which may need a revised 
target date. The Audit Committee is aware of these outstanding matters and at its 
September 2018 meeting it asked for a full update on progress towards resolving all 
issues. It remains of the view that very steady progress is being made by the College 
in addressing all the items, and it commended the Vice Principal Finance & 
Corporate Services in particular for his hard work and persistence in resolving all the 
issues. 

Audit Committee members were satisfied with reports, recommendations and the 
management response.  

6. There were no unplanned or special reports produced during the course of the year. 
 

7. There were no specific VFM studies in the course of the year although, as noted in 
(3) above, the College’s approach to value for money is integral to the assurance 
work carried out by the internal auditors. 
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8. The internal auditors met with the Audit Committee without the presence of any of the 
senior management team in its meeting of December 2017 and will do so in 
November 2018.  

External audit 

1. Henderson Loggie has been appointed for three years from the 2016-17 and thus is 
currently engaged in its second audit of West Highland College UHI’s statutory 
accounts. The plan and timetable for the external audit for the 2017-18 session was 
clearly explained at the Audit committee meeting of June 2018. The firm charges an 
annual fee, about which the Audit Committee has been informed. 
 
Members of the Audit Committee and the VP Finance & Corporate Services 
evaluated the performance of the external auditors and submitted the outcome of 
this assessment to the Board in June 2018. In summary, the Audit Committee and 
the Vice Principal were entirely satisfied with the work carried out by the auditors. 
 

2. Other work was carried out this year by the College auditors’ Henderson Loggie. A 
training day on risk management had been recommended by our previous internal 
auditors and was one of the outstanding items still to be completed on the board 
development action plan. The College appointed David Archibald of Henderson 
Loggie to run a workshop for board members and senior staff. David Archibald has 
taken no part in any WHC audit. Henderson Loggie were chosen after consideration 
of three different options. A short account of the training day is given below. 
 

3. The letter of representation for 2017-18 was presented to the Audit Committee on 28 
November 2018. Committee members have reviewed this letter and recommend to 
the Board that it be signed on behalf of the Board.  

 
Henderson Loggie presented its Audit Findings Report for 2017-18 to the meeting of 
the Audit and Finance & General Purposes Committees on 28 November 2018. The 
auditors focussed on key areas: management override of controls, revenue 
recognition, whether the entity is a going concern, and approach to capital 
accounting. On completion of the annual accounts, it is expected that there will be 
no unresolved issues arising. In auditing the College’s overall control environment, 
the following issues emerged: TO BE COMPLETED 
 

 
4. The external auditors met with the Audit Committee without the presence of any of 

the senior management team in its meeting of November 2018, following the practice 
of previous years. 

Other work done 

1. Audit Committee members examined the annual accounts and associated 
statements in detail alongside members of the Finance & General Purposes 
Committee at the November 2018 joint meeting. These accounts will be submitted 
to the Board of Management at its meeting of 18 December 2018. 

2. When reviewing management and auditors’ assurances, members of the 
Committee ensure they are comparable (they are painting broadly the same 
picture), sufficient and appropriate. 
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3. There was no review of the institution’s risk management strategy. 

4. As part of its normal business, the Audit Committee has examined a number of 
other related matters over the course of the year. It routinely receives Complaints 
reports, and there has been nothing of any concern to the Committee with these. It 
is supplied with a routine report on Freedom of Information requests. It endorses all 
relevant new and revised policies which, in 2017-8, only amounted to the Risk 
Management policy. In June, the Committee considered a communication from 
OSCR on actions for safeguarding and notifiable events, and assured itself that the 
right policies and practices were in place. 

 The Convenor of the Committee is a member of the UHI Audit Chairs’ meetings and 
reported back to the Committee on the November 2017 meeting. 

The Audit Committee members evaluated the committee’s performance and 
submitted its assessment to the Board in June. Members felt that they were 
performing sufficiently well, understood their responsibilities and considered that the 
right arrangements were in place. There was a query around the sufficiency of the 
audit training available. Since then, the risk management workshop has been held 
and the College Development Network is now offering an audit committee training 
module. This issue will be reviewed in 2018-19. 

Risk Management Workshop 

David Archibald from Henderson Loggie facilitated a risk training workshop, for 
which a separate fee was paid. Nine Board members attended the day, including the 
Principal, Chair and staff members, plus two senior staff.  
 
The morning sessions reviewed the Board’s responsibilities in relation to the 
Financial Memorandum with the University of the Highlands and Islands (the 
Regional Strategic Body) and compliance with the Scottish Public Finance Manual. 
Members were then invited to review whether they were acting in accordance with 
the College’s Risk Management Policy, and to question whether the assurances 
they were receiving from the College were adequate and if there were alternatives to 
the risk register. In discussing these matters, members felt that they gained a 
greater insight into roles and responsibilities than they had had before. It also 
resulted in a change to the College’s risk categories. 
 
In the afternoon, members discussed their risk appetite for each of the three risk 
categories, with the day culminating in the drafting of a risk appetite statement for 
the College. This statement was subsequently revised in a very minor way and 
approved by the Board at its next meeting at the end of June. 
 
Discussions were inclusive and collaborative and members found the presentation 
and content very useful. All respondents agreed that the day had ‘Very Good’ 
relevance to their role within West Highland College UHI.   

Other (issues not relevant to the current year) 

The Committee was advised that Data Breach reports would be introduced into the agendas 
for meetings from 2018-19.  

Opinion 
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In the opinion of the Audit Committee, the College has adequate and effective institutional 
arrangements for: 

• risk management, control and governance (risk management element includes 
accuracy of statement of internal control included with annual statement of accounts) 

• economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money).  
 

These opinions are based on the information presented to the committee. 
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TEAM CONTACT LIST IS INCLUDED IN ANNEX D 

(circulated under separate cover) 

1. Introduction
Nearly every day there are many unpublicised disasters, man-made and natural, which devastate 
both private and public sector’s ability to deliver services. Where the disruption affects critical 
service procedures, the consequences can be severe and include  substantial financial loss, an 
inability to achieve levels of service we have committed ourselves to deliver, embarrassment 
and loss of credibility or goodwill for the organisation concerned. The consequential damage can 
have a much wider impact on staff welfare and the general public. The benefit therefore of 
having a recovery plan that can be implemented with the minimum delay, is that it reduces the 
level of disruption to the University of the Highlands and Islands partnership and should ensure 
the rapid resumption of services to the university. 

This plan outlines the co-ordination of actions required by all of the Senior Management Teams 
across the partnership assisted by selected staff. However, each academic partner and executive 
office should have their own plans as should each department in each institution. The 
departmental plans should cover all critical aspects of their own service delivery.  

2. Aim
The aim of this plan is to ensure that critical functions are reinstated as soon as possible, at 
acceptable predefined levels ensuring an unbroken level of services whilst full restoration is 
planned for and implemented. 

3. Objectives
 To mobilise the structure required to manage the recovery

 To list the immediate action to be taken including co-ordination of activity and
communications across the partnership

 To list the short term measures necessary to replicate essential systems
 To list the medium term measures necessary to build up towards recovery

 To describe longer term recovery action

4. Plan assumptions
The plan assumes a worst case scenario in which critical information systems and resources are 
destroyed by fire/other natural events, or significant numbers of staff are unavailable that 
prevents key service delivery functions being undertaken. 

It is expected that the university/academic partner policies as they apply to records 
management, file management, computer security in general, are being applied in departments. 
Similarly it is expected that fire prevention, physical security and health and safety at work 
standards are also being applied consistently by academic partners/departments. 

The business continuity planning process also requires inventories of hard/software, other 
business systems and major items of equipment to be maintained by the IT and facilities 
departments of each institution. 

5. Use of the plan
This plan is designed to be used by all staff involved in the recovery process and in particular, 
recovery teams from the various academic partners and Executive Office departments. This plan 
outlines the recovery process. 
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6. Recovery strategy – accommodation
Wherever possible, alternative university or academic partner premises as close as possible to 
the incident will be used to locate critical business functions. Areas that are not normally staffed 
will be used e.g. conference rooms. An element of disruption over protracted periods may well 
have to be accepted by all parties. 

The displacement of non-critical functions, or functions that can be re-sited with little impact, 
will be carried out to provide accommodation for critical business functions. 

In the event of serious extensive damage to property, it may become necessary to relocate 
entirely to other premises owned by the partnership, staff may also be asked to work from 
home. If necessary further property may be leased on a short term basis until such time as full 
replacement or refurbishment has taken place in the damage premises. The provision of 
reciprocal agreements to share space with other organisations will be considered as a possible 
option.  

7. IT arrangements
The current ICT disaster recovery plan is based around the relocation of the computer room 
through replicated systems at remote sites. A separate IT recovery plan for the university exists 
and will link to local academic partner IT recovery plans. 

8. Organisation
In the event of a major incident resulting in the loss of all or some of the partnership critical 
functions, the emergency management team will assemble, accompanied by academic partner 
and university departmental representatives from those areas directly affected by the incident. 
The team will remain in operation for the duration of the emergency situation.  

This team will have full authority to declare a disaster situation and have  the authority to decide 
which elements of the recovery plan should be invoked. It will be responsible for the overall 
management, co-ordination, control and monitoring of the situation as it applies to the 
partnership and for the recovery actions outlined within the business continuity plan. 

Academic partners and departments of the university not directly affected by the incident will be 
asked to support colleagues directly affected in any way possible. 

9. Structure
9.1. Emergency management team
 Principal and Vice Chancellor (team leader) or depute

 Principal of each academic partner or depute

 Chief operating officer and secretary (team leader) or depute

 Communications and external relations managers from across the partnership or
deputes plus:

as required (depending on nature and location of incident) 

 Director of learning and information services or depute and IT leads from across the
partnership

 Head of human resources or depute and HR leads from across the partnership

 Academic registrar or depute/VP Further Education or depute
 Director of corporate resources or depute and finance leads from across the partnership

 Facilities manager or depute and facilities leads from across the partnership

 Head of governance and records management or depute
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 Head of internal audit or depute

See Annex D for contact details for the emergency management team. 

9.2. Responsibilities of the emergency management team 
 Evaluating the extent of the damage and the potential consequences.

 Implementing measures to prevent loss or damage to life, property and resources and
making the site secure and safe.

 Authorising recovery procedures in order to maintain an operational service to staff and
students.

 Disseminating information across the partnership and to the public through media.

 Providing authority for the ordering and acquiring of replacement equipment.
 Monitoring expenditure arising out of recovery operations.

 Organising the return to normality once the emergency period has passed.

 If there has been a data breach the team leader must advise the UHI Data Protection Officer
as soon as possible at (dataprotectionofficer@uhi.ac.uk)

9.3. Specific recovery Tasks
Director of learning and information systems and IT leads: Organise the implementation of 

replacement of hard/software and communication links. 

Facilities managers: Organise salvage, site security and the acquisition of alternative 

accommodation, establish and maintain operations area for the emergency management team.  

Director of corporate resources/finance leads: Co-ordinates the replacement of damaged 

equipment and supplies.  

Communications and external relations managers: Issue public announcements and keeps 

university staff, students, partners and relevant stakeholders informed. 

Chief operating officer and secretary: Initiation of legal compliance and risk assessment. 

Head of human resources/HR leads: Staff issues. 

Academic registrar/VP Further education: Assess impact on students. 

Academic Partner/Departmental co-ordinators: Assess impact on service delivery and prioritise 

replication requirements. Control of nominated partner/department and section staff for 

recovery duties.  

10. Plan activation
The activation of the business continuity plan is broken down into three phase:  

 Initial activation

 The evaluation phase

 Full activation

10.1. Initial activation 
Out of hours the plan will be activated by the emergency management team leader on receipt of 

information from the and academic partner principal, facilities manager or any other possible 

source (police, media etc.) immediately on it becoming apparent that the incidents affects more 

than one part of the university. 

During office hours normal emergency procedures will be followed and the immediate situation 

managed by the academic partner/departmental manager affected. He/she will then contact the 

emergency management team leader. 
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Contact phone numbers for all emergency management team members and selected staff within 

the partnership are contained in the Annex D of this document. Contact details for academic 

partner/department staff should be included in the academic partner/department plans. 

10.2. Evaluation phase 
If not already on site the emergency management team leader contacted wi ll make his/her way 

to Ness Walk site in order to make an initial evaluation of the extent of the damage/disruption. 

The other members of the team will be placed on standby at this stage. Depending on the level 

of damage, the team leader will either take no further action or will initiate full activation. 

10.3. Full activation 
If the plan is fully activated the emergency management team leader will carry out the following 
actions: 

 Instruct the team to meet at the emergency centre (Ness Walk) or other nominated or
alternative location.

 Instruct one of the team members to contact the academic partner/department heads 
affected and communicate directly with lead person on the site(s). 

 Open a log of events

 In conjunction with the communications and external relations managers, start preparing
update briefings/warnings for staff, students and the media.

 All team members will alert and deploy the supporting members of their respective
institutions/departments in accordance with their respective business continuity plans.

10.4. Action checklists 
Emergency management team checklists are shown as follows: 

 Immediate action Annex A 

 Action taken during the next three hours Annex A-1 

 Action taken during the next 24 hours Annex A-2 

 Action taken during the next month Annex A–3 

11. Staff and student announcements
Under the direction of the university communication and external relations manager the 
communications departments will be responsible for keeping staff and students informed 
throughout the recovery period. The department will use the media, websites and any other 
appropriate communications channel to: 

 Tell all academic partner/executive office staff what further action they need to take in
accordance with their response team allocation.

 Keep students informed about the effect the incident will have on services.

Academic partner/departmental management teams in consultation with the communications 
team will be responsible for passing information they wish to be communicated to their staff 
and the students relative to their service continuity arrangements. 

12. Departmental resource requirements
Academic partner/departmental functions have been categorised into academic 
partner/departmental business continuity plans against the following list of priorities.  
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 Essential core business and supporting functions needing to be restored in the shortest 
possible time.   

 Important core business and supporting functions needing to be restored within an 
established time frame. 

 Loss which would have no immediate impact on the academic partner/department’s service 
delivery but which needs to be restored in the longer term. 

13. Supporting Instructions 
The following general guidelines will apply: 

13.1. Authorised expenditure 
The Director of Corporate Resources will authorise any expenditure needed for the prevention 

of further loss of life or injury, or loss or damage to property and assets and authorise the 

expenditure necessary for making sites secure and safe. Any other discretionary expenditure 

such as leasing offices or the replacement of high value assets would have to be referred to the 

emergency management team. 

Records of expenditure relating to the incident should be kept using the format contained in 

Annex B. 

Discretionary small payments will follow academic partner/executive office financial delegation 

authority. 

13.2. Cash 
Although the normal procedures of official orders, invoicing and creditor payments, should 

apply, where immediate or cash payments are required, these can be arranged through the 

Director of Corporate Resources/appropriate academic partner finance lead. 

13.3. Insurance 
Before ordering the replacement of high value assets the Director of Corporate Resources / 

academic partner finance lead should first be consulted in order to clarify the terms of existing 

cover. 

14. Salvage 
In the immediate aftermath of a serious incident there will be a requirement to initiate salvage 
operations and the repair of items contained in the damaged area. An inventory of usable 
equipment, furnishings, documents and supplies, will need to be compil ed. Academic 
partner/departmental heads will therefore need to nominate staff who can work alongside 
professional salvage teams. 

Important information is contained in the following annexes: 

 Main problems/safety     Annex C 

 Damaged documents     Annex C–1 

 Damaged computers and communications equipment Annex C–2 

15. Floor plans 
Detailed floor plans for all premises are available from facilities managers. 
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16. Alternative locations
All requests for alternative locations will be remitted to the appropriate facilities manager 

who will co-ordinate activity in this area. 

17. Resource lists
Academic partners/departments are responsible for identifying their own specialist resource 

requirements and including the information in their respective plans.  
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Annex A: Emergency management team, immediate action 
Depending on the information received, the emergency management team leader will arrange 
for the following actions to be taken: 

1. Place the other members of the team on standby and/or instruct them to move to the
emergency centre.

2. Move to the site(s) and make an assessment of the damage done and site security.

3. Open a log of events.

4. Make a preliminary (verbal) report to appropriate senior management.

5. Contact insurance company if required.

Team members will alert and deploy other members of their functional groups, as necessary. 

The team leader will call for an initial meeting of the team with the following objectives: 

1. To define the problem, the extent of the disruption, its consequences and the probable
implications for the foreseeable future.

2. To select a specific location as an operations centre.

3. To agree each team member’s objectives for the following three hours.

4. To set up a second meeting for three hours later.

The team leader will then make a second, more detailed report to appropriate senior 
management on actions being taken, future intentions and help required.  
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Annex A–1: Emergency management team, action taken during 
next three hours 

Action Responsible 

1. Establish a log of events Head of internal audit 

2. Establish the operations centre either on or off site Principal and Vice Chancellor 

3. Use the centre as the main point of contact for the 
emergency services, public utilities, senior 
management and staff 

All 

4. Issue announcements to staff, students and the media. Communications and external 
relations manager(s) 

5. Undertake a site(s) survey (if relevant) with academic 
partner/departmental managers. Main points: 

 Which services can use the site(s) immediately? 
 Which services can use the site(s) after cosmetic 

attention? 

 When can they re-occupy the site(s)? 

 Which services cannot be re-housed in the short 
term? 

 What amount of office space is required for 
priority functions? 

 Decide outline strategy for re-occupation of and/or 
redeployment to an alternative site(s). 

Facilities manager(s) 

6. Organise safety survey and arrangements to make 
site(s) secure 

Facilities manager(s) 

7. Consider salvage options Facilities manager(s) 

8. Assess the effect of the incident on critical business 
functions and start planning the order of their 
reinstatement in accordance with pre-planned 
priorities 

Academic partner/departmental 
business continuity co-
ordinators 

9. Contact appropriate IT operational support staff and 
alert them to the situation developing 

Director of learning and 
information 
services/appropriate IT lead 

10.  Assess the impact on the telephone network and make 
contact with appropriate staff and agencies required to 
reinstate networks 

Director of learning and 
information 
services/appropriate IT lead 

11.  Liaise with academic partner/departmental managers 
to assess the impact on IT hard/software, peripherals 
and network installations: 

 Decide what is reinstate able using in-house resources 

 Which equipment will require external services for 
reinstatement 

 Plan and implement the initial in-house deployment of 
supporting staff 

Director of learning and 
information services/ 
appropriate IT lead 
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Action Responsible 

 Alert staff and suppliers of the increasing demands to 
be made on them 

12.  Liaise with the academic partner(s)/department(s) and 
make an initial assessment about the replenishment of 
damaged furniture, fittings, equipment and supplies. 
Alert staff and suppliers of the likely demands on them 

Facilities manager(s) 

13.  The team leader will chair a second meeting of the 
recovery team as appropriate with the following 
objectives: 

 To receive initial reports 

 To agree objectives for the next 24 hours 

 To establish staff rotas 
 To set up subsequent meetings 

Principal and Vice Chancellor 
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Annex A–2: Action taken during the next 24 hours 
Action Responsible 

1. Continue to maintain a log of events Head of internal audit 

2. Keep staff, students and communications/news media 
regularly updated 

Communications and 
external relations 
manager(s) 

3. Either plan the re-allocation of space on site in accordance 
with academic partner/departmental priorities or plan to 
move to an alternative site. Consider the following points 

 Contact with commercial estate agents to acquire 
alternative site. 

 Transport arrangements to and from all temporary 
locations. 

 The removal of vital documents from the disaster site 
and subsequent storage. 

 Space requirement for critical business functions. 

 Feeding and welfare arrangements. 

Facilities manager(s) 

4. Agree essential installation schedules with public utilities and 
other suppliers at either disaster site or alternative site 
(electricity, heating, lighting, water, air conditioning, fire 
detection/alarm systems, access control systems, 
telephones) 

Facilities manager(s) 

5. Agree office equipment and supplies delivery schedules Facilities manager(s) 
6. Check on measures being taken for disaster site(s) safety and 

security 
Principal and Vice 
Chancellor/appropriate 
AP principal (s) 

7. Implement salvage plan and arrange temporary storage as 
necessary 

Facilities manager(s) 

8. Reorganise postal arrangements as necessary Facilities manager(s) 

9. Finalise telecommunications services to the required site(s)  Director of learning and 
information systems  

10.  Define the priorities for restoring networks on a gradual basis 
in order to provide a minimum initial communications 
requirement for departmental critical functions. 

Director of learning and 
information systems  

11.  In conjunction with academic partners/departmental heads 
prepare to initiate interim back-up procedures for priority 
systems. 

Director of learning and 
information systems / 
appropriate IT leads 

12.  Finalise requirements for hard/software and peripherals 
replacements and agree installation schedules. 

Director of learning and 
information systems / 
appropriate IT leads 

13.  Start and maintain a record of financial expenditure and 
collate information as may be required by the director of 
corporate resources/ appropriate finance leads 

All 

14.  Consolidate with core team members arrangements for 
reinstating critical business functions in priority order 
whether on site or at alternative premises. Brief staff 
accordingly. 

Academic partners/ 
departments 
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Action Responsible 
15.  Contact insurance company Director of corporate 

resources/appropriate 
finance lead(s) 

 

Annex A-3: Action taken during the next month 

Action Responsible 

1. Continue with log of events Head of internal audit 

2. Continue internal and external announcements as 
necessary and the record of events. 

Communications and external 
relations manager(s) 

3. Continue to keep financial records All 

4. Monitor the installation/repair of essential services to 
the disaster site/alternative site (electricity, heating, 
water, air conditioning, fire detection, alarm systems, 
access control systems, and telephones). 

Facilities manager(s) 

5. Continue removal and redeployment of salvaged items 
for the disaster site  

Facilities manager(s) 

6. Monitor measures being taken for disaster site(s) safety 
and security. 

Principal & Vice Chancellor/ 
appropriate AP principal(s) 

7. Ensure that the telecommunications network is tested 
and operates. Continue to provide support/re-
configuration to departments when required. 

Director of learning and 
information 
services/appropriate IT leads 

8. Monitor the programme for the installation and back-up 
of IT networks, hard/software and peripherals in the 
agreed order of priority. 

Director of learning and 
information 
services/appropriate IT leads 

9. Monitor the programme for the delivery of supplies to 
the disaster/alternative site. 

Facilities manager(s) 

10.  Monitor the reinstatement of functions in order of 
priority and the consequent effects on service delivery. 

Academic partner/department 
heads 

11.  Monitor overall progress on a regular basis and report 
to appropriate senior management 

Principal & Vice 
Chancellor/appropriate AP 
principal(s) 

12.  Co-ordinate interim and/or final report drafting. Principal & Vice Chancellor 
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Annex B: Disaster recovery financial record 
Purchases 

DATE TIME LOCATION DESCRIPTION OF 

ITEM 

REASON FOR PURCHASE SUPPLIER/PURCHASER £ 
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Annex C: Salvage main problems safety 
1. General: Apart from the obvious and visible damage, those involved in the salvage process need

to be aware of:
a. Health and safety problems such as chemical contamination, asbestos and live electrical

supplies.
b. Deterioration of materials through high humidity or chemical attack:

i. Hydrochloric acid arising from the combustion of PVC can penetrate concrete in
wet conditions and cause corrosion of the reinforcing steel.

ii. Hydrochloric acid will also quickly corrode any exposed metal surfaces, such as
steel pipes, tubes, galvanised conduits, cable trays, trunking, aluminium 
partitions and window frames. Removal of the corrosion product and the
chloride contamination is all that is required to restore the item to full function
and to ensure that no further deterioration will occur.

iii. After a fire, clean-up materials used in fighting the fire (water, halon, foam, dry
powder).

c. Dirt and contamination can be spread from the damaged parts of the building to clean
parts.

d. Theft from the damaged building.
e. On-going damaged from the weather.
f. A repeat attack if damage was caused deliberately.

2. Entry to buildings/rooms
a. Do not enter any damaged building until it has been declared safe by the emergency

services.
b. Allow only authorised personnel wearing appropriate protective clothing to enter.
c. Cut off all power supplies to the damaged area.
d. Check for hazards.
e. Identify and protect any evidence of deliberate damage.
f. Cut off water supply to leaking pipes.
g. Make safe, damaged structures: erect safety barriers, hazard signs and identify walk 

routes.
h. Protect undamaged equipment.

3. Rooms containing computer equipment:

a. Ensure all power is turned off.
b. Protect undamaged equipment.
c. Remove surface dust debris soot with brush or vacuum cleaner.
d. Remove water and start drying process.
e. Consult salvage engineer on the next step.

4. Resumption of operations:

a. Ensure safe, controlled access.
b. Protect from weather.
c. Recover materials and dispose of waste.
d. Nominate temporary accommodation for storage of undamaged/damaged equipment

and records.
e. Arrange for safe temporary power supplies.
f. If air-conditioning or heating is available, raise the temperature.
g. Provide ventilation to aid drying.
h. Maintain an inventory of equipment damaged/lost and replaced/repaired
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Annex C-1: Damaged documents 
1. General: Documents are easily damaged by fire and water, but recovery of the information

is often possible and sometimes recovery of the documents themselves.

2. Types of documents: Documents can be broken down into four categories:

a. Record or information retrieval (‘loose’ documents): Record retrieval can be
summarised as the relatively simple act of recovering the information which is
recorded, without the need of the original document. In this instance a photocopy
or an electronic record will suffice.

b. Original documentation retrieval (‘loose’ documents): Original document retrieval
involves retention of the original document as a valid record. This may be because of
a legal or similar statutory requirement.

c. Book retrieval (‘tight’ documents): Book retrieval is where the ‘victims’ are bound
volumes which are unlikely to have been deeply penetrated by smoke fumes and/or
water.

d. Art paper retrieval (‘tight’ documents): Art paper or coated paper which has been
finished to a high gloss or treated in some other special manner presents a particular
problem. Once this type of paper gets damp and begins to dry the leaves fuse
together and become permanently bonded.

Whatever the category, the aim behind all document recovery is to reinstate documents 
that can be read, handled and stored. 

3. Main Problems:

a. Mould will begin to appear within 48 hours in moist conditions, if the temperature is
above 60c, and removal of the marks left by mould is almost impossible. 

b. Wet paper is very heavy and is very easily damaged by handling.
c. It is an unpleasant job, as documents to be recovered are dirty, wet and smell.
d. Possible health problems for people doing the job, from polluted water and from

dangerous dust.
e. Logistic problems of separating each page to dry, then re-assembling the documents

correctly.
4. Remedial action: Successful recovery of documents is dependent upon prompt initial

actions:

a. Prevent uncontrolled drying or crumbling, by keeping documents closed and gentl y
wrapping them in cling film. Store the sealed documents temporarily in archival
sized boxes to aid handling and identification.

b. Freeze the documents. This both prevents mould growth and protects against
damage while handling. A commercial frozen food trailer provides a useful first-aid
cool chamber.

c. Get professional advice and help as soon as practicable.
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Annex C-2: Damaged computer and communications equipment 
1. General rules:

a. It is vital that in the event of damage to computer and communications systems, caused 
by fire, smoke, water, chemicals etc. that qualified engineers take remedial action as
soon as possible.

The speed with which corrosion damage occurs will depend on the conditions. In 
extreme conditions of heavy contamination in a hot, moist environment, it is vital 
that salvage begins no later than 24 hours after the incident has occurred. In warm, 
dry conditions, unpowered equipment will resist corrosion for a long time.  
In either case it should not be assumed that equipment is a total loss just because 
there has been a delay. 

b. The following general rules will help to minimise the damage caused:
i. Do not switch on equipment which may be damaged, wet or contaminated

(even for a few seconds to see whether it works) as this will cause power suppl y 
problems such as to on-board batteries.

ii. Do not move damaged or contaminated equipment unless absolutely
necessary. If you do move it, handle it as carefully as possible.

2. After Fire: Even a relatively small fire can cause serious contamination problems.

a. Main Problems
i. Heat from fire will cause direct damage, but electronic equipment will stand

high temperatures if switched off. If there is still paint on metal parts and the
plastic parts have not melted, the equipment may still be recoverable. Any
water used for firefighting on upper floors will lead to dirt and acid
contamination on lower floors.

ii. Soot (carbon particles) will absorb water, creating a moist environment which
helps corrosion. It will settle on circuits and components inside equipment and
cause short-circuits if electronic power is applied.

iii. PVC is a plastic which is used extensively in modern buildings, in cable insulation,
furniture, document binders etc. when PVC is burned it produces a large volume
of hydrogen chloride gas which combine with airborne water vapour to form
hydrochloric acid. The acid condenses on cool surfaces throughout the building
which contains the fire, including circuit boards inside equipment in areas which
seem to be little affected by smoke.

iv. Unpowered circuits are reasonably resistant to attack but any electrical activity 
will cause shorting and electroplating. Exposed metal surfaces (steel, stainless
steel, galvanised steel, aluminium, brass, and cooper) will corrode rapidly. Water
and humid air greatly increase the rate of corrosion.

b. Remedial action:

i. Ventilate the whole building as soon as possible in order to disperse smoke and
other contaminants.

ii. Remove or isolate the power including battery back-up supplies.
iii. Lower relative humidity to minimise corrosion.
iv. Cover items that cannot be removed with plastic sheeting, and place

dehumidifiers under the sheeting.
3. After water damage:
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a. Main problems:

i. Dirty water, sludge and possible chemical contaminants will have breached the
casings of computers and communication equipment. This will cause damaging
short circuits if the equipment is powered up, and the dampness will speed
corrosion.

ii. Water may have soaked into the fabric of the building, maintaining a high level
of humidity long after the water has been removed.

b. Remedial action:

The main requirement is to minimise corrosion until equipment can be washed, by 
removing water and then lowering the relative humidity. The following points should be 
followed. 

i. Remove or isolate all power, including battery back-up supplies, to prevent
shorting.

ii. Tilt equipment so that water runs off the circuit boards and out of the
equipment.

iii. Carefully remove any portable equipment to a clean dry area.
iv. Cover any items that cannot be moved with plastic sheeting to protect from

falling water.
v. Ventilate the affected area.

vi. Remove wet objects that will retain water, such as carpets, curtains and paper.
vii. Use dehumidifiers to remove moisture from affected areas.
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Annex D: Emergency management team contact list 
(list will be circulated to individuals listed above under separate cover) 

Job Title Name (Deputy) Office Number Mobile Number Home Phone Private Email 
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Annex D-1: Emergency sites list 
 Executive Office, 12b Ness Walk, Inverness, Scotland, IV3 5SQ  Tel: 01463 279000

 Fairways, Thomson House Fairways Business Park Inverness IV2 6AA

 To be completed



Annex D-2: Sites Covered 
 Executive Office 12b Ness Walk, Inverness, Scotland, IV3 5SQ  Tel: 01463 279000

 Fairways Thomson House Fairways Business Park Inverness IV2 6AA

 Centre for Health Science Old Perth Road Inverness IV2 3JH 01463 255000

 Inverness campus

 To be completed
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Its disclosure would constitute a breach of the Data Protection Act ☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach of confidence actionable in court ☐ 
Other (please give further details) ☐ 
For how long should a paper be withheld? 
1. Length of time needed  ☐ 
2. A condition is required ☐ 

Describe 
1.  
2.  

 
Further guidance on application of the exclusions from Freedom of Information legislation is available via 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp and 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf 
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1. Introduction 

West Highland College UHI consists of 10 discrete Learning Centres spread over a wide geographical area 
covering the North West Highlands of Scotland. The College is committed to valuing complaints and our 
aim is to resolve issues of dissatisfaction as close to the initial point of contact as possible and to conduct 
thorough and fair investigations of complaints so that, where appropriate, we can make evidence-based 
decisions on the facts of each individual case.  
 
The College has adopted a two stage Model Complaints Handling Policy embracing the principles issued 
from the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO). These principles are that the complaints policy and 
process should be accessible, fair, flexible, confidential, clear, and timely. Consistent with this policy the 
College has committed to publishing quarterly and annual summaries of complaints outcomes, trends and 
actions taken to improve our services.  
 
2. Overview of Complaints  
 
The following table presents figures on complaints, 2 in total, received for the period 1st Aug – 12th 
November 2018. One complaint was received by UHI as a Redbutton this was passed to WHC to undertake 
the investigation as it was deemed a complaint, the 2nd complaint regarding an application for an HE 
course was made directly to WHC. 

Complaints received by category: HE FE 
Number of complaints considered at the frontline resolution stage   
Number of complaints closed at the frontline resolution stage within 5 working days 1  
Number of complaints where an extension to the 5 working day timeline was 
authorised 

  

Average number of working days to resolve complaints at the frontline resolution 
stage 

  

Number of complaints considered at the investigation stage   
Number of complaints resolved at the investigation stage within 20 working days   
Number of complaints where an extension to the 20 working day timeline has been 
authorised 

 1 

Average number of working days to resolve complaints at the investigation stage   
   

Number of complaints upheld   
Number of complaints not upheld 1  
Number of complaints partially upheld  1 
Number of complaints withdrawn   
Number of complaints with extended circumstances   

 

The charts on the following page provide a summary of complaint outcomes for the period
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3. Key Issues, Common Themes and Lessons Learned: 

1. All students will receive an acknowledgement of their communications, even when inappropriate 
language is used, linking them back to the behavioural policy. This will stop students reappearing 
looking for answers from different members of staff. Customer Service training is being put in place 
for front facing staff.  

2. The partially upheld complaint has been reopened, the mental health of students must be monitored 
during communications with college staff. Recommendations are currently being put in place to 
ensure the safeguarding of both staff and students.  
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West Highland College UHI Cover Paper 
Committee/Group Name Audit Committee paper no: 

Audit 281118/11 
Subject Data Breach Log 
Purpose of paper Assurance on compliance with data breach reporting guidelines 
Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐ 
2. Excellence for All ☐ 
3. Other strategies ☐ 
4. Risk management ☐ 
5. New opportunity/change ☐ 

Describe the linkage: 
Click to enter text. 

Content sensitivity Normal 
Resource implications 
Give details if yes No            Give details about resource implications 

Risk implications No Further explain risk implications 
Date paper prepared 21/11/2018 
Date of meeting 28/11/2018 
Author Matt Simpkinson – Vice Principal Finance & Corporate Services 
Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

No  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
Click or tap here to enter text.     

Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☐ 
For discussion    ☒ 
For endorsing    ☐ 
For decision  ☐ 

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐ 
Students ☐ 
UHI and Partners ☐ 
External ☐ 

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 
 
. 
 
 

Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Choose an item. 
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* If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 
Its disclosure would substantially prejudice a programme of research ☐ 
Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the commercial interests of any person or 
organisation ☐ 

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the effective conduct of public affairs ☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach of the Data Protection Act ☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach of confidence actionable in court ☐ 
Other (please give further details) ☐ 
For how long should a paper be withheld? 
1. Length of time needed  ☐ 
2. A condition is required ☐ 

Describe 
1. Click or tap here to enter text. 
2. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
Further guidance on application of the exclusions from Freedom of Information legislation is available via 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp and 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf 
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Data Breach and near miss log

Date Classification Reported by

Data 

Protection 

ICO 

Notified Description Actions taken

28/05/2018 Data Breach Sarah Bruce No No Lecturer sent SB personal email address of student. Lecturer told not to collect personal email addresses and to use UHI system

31/07/2018 Data Breach

Chrissy 

Harris Yes No

File containing list of students seeking accommodation sent to two 

students seeking accommodation in error (rather than 

accommodation listing)

Email recalled and cover email sent to ask for deletion. Called DPO to discuss 

and decided this did not warrant ICO notification or notification of impacted 

students (the list only includes name, email & phone number, not sensitive 

data)

17/08/2018

Receipt of data in 

error Fiona Gunn No No

Email containing personal information for staff members received 

after being sent to the wrong Fiona Gunn. Email deleted and Inverness College notified

29/08/2018

Receipt of data in 

error Fiona Gunn No No

Email containing personal information for one staff member received 

after being sent to the wrong Fiona Gunn. Email deleted and Inverness College notified

25/09/2018

Receipt of data in 

error

Tracy 

Matheson Yes No

Email relating to a sensitive student complaint forward to Quality 

Group. Email deleted and sender notified. Also notified DPO.

03/10/2018 Data Breach

Cheryl 

MacRae No No Email relating to guest needs sent to student in error

Email recalled. No further action taken but processes updated. Including not 

including data in email but links to documents instead

04/10/2018 Near Miss Claire Wylie No No

Board papers sent to recently resigned board member - no personal 

data Review whether board members should have UHI email addresses

13/10/2018 Data Breach

Christine 

Crook Yes No

Email promoting course sent to mailing list without out using BCC, 

therfore giving recipients visibility of eachothers email adresses.

12/11/2018 Data Breach

Christine 

Blyth No No Email containing WHC log in details sent to incorrect email address

Called DPO to discuss. No further action taken as no sensitive data revealed. 
Checked that the referenced account had not been accessed, reset password to 

ensure that the details in the email are now useless.
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Report a personal data breach 
This form is for organisations that have experienced a personal data breach and 
need to report it to the ICO. Please do not include any of the personal data 
involved in the breach when completing this form. For example, do not provide 
the names of data subjects affected by the breach. If we need this information, 
we will ask for it later. 

If you have already spoken to a member of ICO staff about this breach, please 
give their name: 

      

Report type 

 

 
(Follow-up reports only) ICO case reference:       

About the breach 
What has happened? 

Tell us as much as you can about what happened, what went wrong and how it 
happened. 

An e-mail was sent from our Ullapool Learning Centre Manager on Thursday 
11th October 2018 at 10.05am to their local distribution list (91 individuals). The 
email included all recipients in the "To" field rather than "BCC", meaning that all 
recipients can see the email addresses of the others. 
On Saturday 13th October 2018 the Manager was reviewing email and realised 
the error and reported immediately to the nominated internal Data Protection 
contact for WHC, by both phone and email. The DPO for WHC was then notified. 
  

Was the breach caused by a cyber incident? 
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How did you find out about the breach?   

Reported by staff member who sent the email 

When did you discover the breach?   

Date: 13/10/18 

Time: 10.52 

When did the breach happen? 

Date: 11/10/18 

Time: 10.05 

Categories of personal data included in the breach (tick all that apply)   

 Data revealing racial or ethnic origin 

 Political opinions 

 Religious or philosophical beliefs 

 Trade union membership 

 Sex life data 

 Sexual orientation data 

 Gender reassignment data 

 Health data 

 Basic personal identifiers, eg name, contact details 

 Identification data, eg usernames, passwords 

 Economic and financial data, eg credit card numbers, bank details 

 Official documents, eg driving licences 

 Location data 

 Genetic or biometric data 

 Criminal convictions, offences 

 Not yet known 

 Other (please give details below) 
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Number of personal data records concerned? 

91 

How many data subjects could be affected? 

91 

Categories of data subjects affected (tick all that apply)  

 Employees 

 Users 

 Subscribers 

 Students 

 Customers or prospective customers 

 Patients 

 Children 

 Vulnerable adults 

 Not yet known 

 Other (please give details below) 

Potential consequences of the breach 

Please describe the possible impact on data subjects, as a result of the breach. 
Please state if there has been any actual harm to data subjects 

This breach has released their email address to 90 other people in the local 
area. This may mean that an individual's email address is now available to 
someone from who it has been previously withheld. 

What is the likelihood that data subjects will experience significant 
consequences as a result of the breach?   
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Please give details 

      

(Cyber incidents only) Has the confidentiality, integrity and/or availability of 
your information systems been affected? 

 

 

 

(Cyber incidents only) If you answered yes, please specify (tick all that apply) 

 Confidentiality 

 Integrity 

 Availability 

(Cyber incidents only) Impact on your organisation 

 

 
(Cyber incidents only) Recovery time 
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Had the staff member involved in this breach received data protection training 
in the last two years?   

 

 

 
 

(Initial reports only) If there has been a delay in reporting this breach, please 
explain why 

      

(Follow-up reports only) Describe any measures you had in place before the 
breach with the aim of preventing a breach of this nature* 

      
 

Taking action 
Describe the actions you have taken, or propose to take, as a result of the 
breach   

Include, where appropriate, actions you have taken to fix the problem, and to 
mitigate any adverse effects, eg confirmed data sent in error has been 
destroyed, updated passwords, planning information security training. 

The incident was reported to, and discussed with the DPO for WHC. The 
decision not to alert the subjects to the breach was taken as we considered 
that; 
The disclosure of email address without any other data, and disclosed in the 
context of a marketing email is unlikely to result in any real damage to data 
subjects. It is very unlikely that any one recipient will seek to exploit the 
disclosure of any other email address in the list. It is even more unlikely that 
any such attempt would be successful from a fraud/identity theft perspective. It 
is very unlikely that any recipient will seek to harass or discriminate against any 
other recipient simply because the email address is available to them. The 
context and the email do not disclose any further information about the data 
subjects. The disclosure is very unlikely to result in any other significant 
economic or social disadvantage to the natural persons concerned. 
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We do not think that notifying data subjects of the breach would serve any 
beneficial purpose in these circumstances. Asking individuals to delete the 
emails would be of little benefit as we have no way of enforcing this, or 
verifying deletion. Further, asking individuals to delete the email draws 
attention to the email addresses to those who have not, and would not, have 
otherwise noticed. This action could even increase the chances of damage 
occurring. 
 
The college is reviewing the process of sending these emails to mitigate the risk 
of this occurring, including the use of external service providers. We have 
highlighted in staff communication this specific risk, including an email sent to 
all staff on 4th October (referencing a similar brech) and through a banner on 
the MyDay portal which links to a staff training document. 
  

(Follow-up reports only) Outline any steps you are taking to prevent a 
recurrence, and when you expect they will be completed* 

      

Have you told data subjects about the breach?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      

Have you told, or are you planning to tell any other organisations about the 
breach?   

eg the police, other regulators or supervisory authorities. In case we need to 
make contact with other agencies 

 

 

 
If you answered yes, please specify 
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About you 
Organisation (data controller) name   

West Highland College UHI 

Registered organisation address 

Carmichael Way, Fort William, PH33 6FF 

Person making this report 

In case we need to contact you about this report 

Name: Matt Simpkinson 

Email: matt.simpkinson.whc@uhi.ac.uk 

Phone:  01397 874552 

Data protection officer 

Or the senior person responsible for data protection in your organisation 

 Same details as above  
 
Name: Jame Nock 

Email: dataprotectionofficer@uhi.ac.uk 

Phone:  01343 576813 

Sending this form 
Initial report 
If this is your initial report, please send your completed form to 
casework@ico.org.uk, with ‘Personal data breach notification’ in the subject 
field. 
 
Follow up report 
If this is a follow up report, please reply to the email we sent you, attaching this 
completed form to it. (Make sure you leave the subject line as it is – this will 
ensure your follow-up gets added to your case). 
 
OR, send by post to:  
 
The Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane 
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Wilmslow 
Cheshire  
SK9 5AF 
 
Please note that we cannot guarantee security of forms or any attachments 
sent by email.  

What happens next? 
You should read our guidance to determine what steps you should take. 
 
Based on the information you have provided, we will contact you within seven 
calendar days to provide information about our next steps. If this is your initial 
report, we’ll give you a case reference number. 
 
If your correspondence relates to an existing case, we’ll add it to your case for 
your case officer to consider. 
 
If you need any help in completing this form, please contact our helpline on 
0303 123 1113 (operates 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday). 
 
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice. 
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West Highland College UHI Cover Paper 
Committee/Group Name Audit Committee paper no: 

Audit 281118/12 
Subject FoI Log 
Purpose of paper Freedom of information request tracker 
Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐ 
2. Excellence for All ☐ 
3. Other strategies ☐ 
4. Risk management ☐ 
5. New opportunity/change ☐ 

Describe the linkage: 
Click to enter text. 

Content sensitivity Normal 
Resource implications 
Give details if yes No            Give details about resource implications 

Risk implications No Further explain risk implications 
Date paper prepared 21/11/2018 
Date of meeting 28/11/2018 
Author Matt Simpkinson – Vice Principal Finance & Corporate Services 
Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

No  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
Click or tap here to enter text.     

Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☒ 
For discussion    ☐ 
For endorsing    ☐ 
For decision  ☐ 

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐ 
Students ☐ 
UHI and Partners ☐ 
External ☐ 

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 
 
. 
 
 

Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Choose an item. 
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* If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 
Its disclosure would substantially prejudice a programme of research ☐ 
Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the commercial interests of any person or 
organisation ☐ 

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the effective conduct of public affairs ☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach of the Data Protection Act ☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach of confidence actionable in court ☐ 
Other (please give further details) ☐ 
For how long should a paper be withheld? 
1. Length of time needed  ☐ 
2. A condition is required ☐ 

Describe 
1. Click or tap here to enter text. 
2. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
Further guidance on application of the exclusions from Freedom of Information legislation is available via 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp and 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf 
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Freedom of Information ‐ log

Request Response On Organisation Subject Rejected (Y/N) Reason for rejection
Date Date Time

08/01/2018 30/01/2018 Yes Private
11/01/2018 08/02/2018 Yes EIS
06/02/2018 08/02/2018 Yes Scottish Labour Party
07/02/2018 02/03/2018 Yes Private
12/02/2018 02/03/2018 Yes NUS
07/02/2018 05/03/2018 Yes NUS
12/02/2018 05/03/2018 Yes Quantum Law
14/03/2018 21/03/2018 Yes Sunday Herald
16/03/2018 20/03/2018 Yes Private
21/03/2018 28/03/2018 Yes Telegraph Yes Refused on the grounds of cost
21/03/2018 28/03/2018 Yes Telegraph Yes Refused on the grounds of cost
21/03/2018 28/03/2018 Yes Telegraph Yes Refused on the grounds of cost
21/03/2018 28/03/2018 Yes Telegraph Yes Refused on the grounds of cost
21/03/2018 28/03/2018 Yes Telegraph Yes Refused on the grounds of cost
29/03/2018 27/04/2018 Yes Telegraph
09/04/2018 05/05/2018 Yes EIS
09/04/2018 05/05/2018 Yes EIS
09/05/2018 17/05/2018 Yes Scottish Parliament
22/05/2018 29/06/2018 No University of Liverpool We did not hold all of the requested information
06/06/2018 02/07/2018 Yes Scottish Labour Party
20/07/2018 16/08/2018 Yes Unison
30/08/2018 03/09/2018 Yes BBC
07/09/2018 17/09/2018 Yes Scottish Parliament
11/09/2018 09/10/2018 Yes Scottish Parliament
10/10/2018 07/11/2018 Yes EIS
11/10/2018 26/10/2018 Yes Unison
15/10/2018 26/10/2018 Yes EIS
22/10/2018 06/11/2018 Yes NUS

Safeguarding procedures
Zero hour contracts
Contracts with outsourcing companies 
Paternity Leave 
Student homelessness
Student counselling
Energy brokers and costs
Sexual Assault and harassment 
Procurement 
Principal's Pay 
Expenditure on events
Principal travel
Principal hotel stays
Principal CPD
All the above but for 2 years not 5
Use of external managers for investigations 
Running courses with benefit sanctions 
Provision of free sanitary products Diversity 
of applicants for jobs in Music Enrolments 
with declared disability Assualts on staff
Student mental health
Dyslexia tests and costs
Zero hour & temp contracts
Senior Salaries and increases
Number of students studying childcare 
Courses for under 16s
Graduation Costs
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